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FRANK KILGORE,

FIRST-GLASS CARRIAGES
FURNISHED FOR

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES,
At any time. All Now, Neat, anil First-Class, with
Careful and Gentlemanly Drivers.

New Hearse, New Hacks
For FUNERALS, at short notice.
HACK OFFICES: Gcrrish's Drug Store; Real(lence, 107 College .Street.
CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.

1T0YES RENTED at Lemont & Fisher's,
163 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

D. E. CORNISH,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND GENTS' FURNISHKR,
45 LISBON STREET, LRWISTON.
Fine Neckwear a Specialty.

72 LISBON STREET.
Mas. A.—Have you seen that nice little Fruit and Confectionery Store on Lisbon Street, kept by CHAS. A. EATON ?
Mas. II.—EATON'S, on Lisbon Street? I don't seem to
know the place.
Mas. A.—Why, haven't you noticed that Candy Store
directly opposite Music Hall entrance? The night I went to
gee Janauschek I could not help noticing how brilliant and
tempting it looked. I want you to know he keeps nice
goods. His Chocolate Creams and BonbODI are fresh and
of the finest quality.
Mas. B.—The next time I po down street I am going in
there.
Mas. A.—I would, and I know you will be pleased ; and
try a glad Of Hot or Cold Soda. His Hot Beef Tea and
Coffee are immense.
Mas. II.—I shall surely find the place. You say it I
CHAS. A. EATON, VI Lisbon Street, directly across from
Music Hall?
Mas. A.—Yes, that's correct.

• E. S. PAUL & CO. «
Are now offering Extra Inducements to purchasers of

HAMBURG, NAINSOOK, AND SWISS EMBROIDERIES.
Special values at 10,1ft},and 25c. We are just opening some choice MATCHED SETS, at low prices,
consistent with line work. K. S. PAUL & CO., 174 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.
«£-The coming season ladies will find our Dress Goods Department even more attractive than ever.

CLOTHING.

CLOTHING.

The Largest Stock and Best Assortment of CLOTHING in Lewiston, is to be found at

BICKNELL & NEAL'S, 86 Lisbon Street, Corner of Ash.
Also one of the Largest and Best Stocks of Hats, Caps, Trunks, Umbrellas, and Gents' Furnishing
Goods. We manufacture large quantities of our own goods, thus enabling us to offer a First-Class Article
for Less Money than any other linn in the city. And we guarantee in every case the Latest Styles and
Best of Fits. «#-Graduating Suits a specialty.
BICKNELL & NEA.L, 86 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

CHANDLER

& ESTES,

MRS. NEAL'S BOOK BINDERY,

DEALERS IN

Journal Block, Lewiston, Me.

School and Miscellaneous Books,

■Magazines, Music, etc., Hound in a Neat and
Datable Manner. Baling and Blank Hook Work of
Every Description done to Order.

BLANK BOOKS, STATIONERY,

Paper Hangings,

Window Shades,

Pictures and Frames, Artists' Materials,
and Fancy Goods,
100 LISBON ST., - - LEWISTON, ME.

T. J. WRIGHT,
HACKMAN.
Hack Offices: Hotel Rockingham, and
Residence, 134 Wood Street,
Where orders should he left morning and noon.
All orders will receive prompt attention.
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iE are glad to uotc the enterprise of the Sophomore and
Freshman classes.
A brass band of
eighteen pieces has recently been formed
through their efforts. The instruments
are of Besson make, and regular practice is the order of the day. The intimate connection between a band and
college sports leads us to hope that
financial aid will be given it as promptly
as to base-ball or any other college interest.
The hand will be a valuable accompaniment of the campaign club already
forming in anticipation of the fall election.
j

BELIEVE a mail's IDOl'al Mild Spil'it-

4 mil nature Occasionally heCOlllCS
clogged up with a kind of phlegm and
coated by an unhealthy deposit, which
js scraped off from the multitudinous
and ofitimes grimy procession of ideas
At
;UUI geogations which travel therein.
.

such a time one allows Ins personal appoarance to shabbily decline,—a fit ex„,.
, ,
,.
,
ponent of his mental status. At such
a time OUC will applaud, follow, and
. .
■• ,
, ,,
originate measures which in a better
condition he would brush lightly aside

pamiu!!!"l!!!!!!!!!!!!!»l!!!!l'.'.'.!'.'.!'.'.'.!iii

and mind no more th:ul (1:in lin
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webs. A man is an unqualified materia\\at then, and it does not take heavy
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premises nor eloquent

exposition to
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convince him that immortality is a
groundless supposition. But if there
is one tiling above others that will cut
and eat out such moral corrosion, it is
to read some of Emerson's essays.
They convince one that inward purity is
better than applause. Some of his short
sentences, pregnant with inspiration,
not based on narrowness, will help one
to think more of himself and his work,
and to count himself on the winning
side of life so long as he does his duty.
THIS spring great interest has been
manifested in the study of (Ornithology. Nearly #every morning between
live and six, one may see knots of students making their way toward the
groves and swamps to hear the morning
concerts and get a peep through their
field-glasses al nature's prima donnas.
In the pursuit of this study, probably
no institution in New England affords
equal advantages in respect to location,
excellence of instruction, and enthusiasm among the students.
Within
thirty minutes' walk from the college
can be found almost every inland
bird that ever comes to Maine. The
fox sparrow, winter wren, and rubycrowned kinglet have been more than
ordinarily abundant this spring, and
quite a number of the students have had
the good fortune to hear and become
familliar with their rich notes. As some
one recently remarked on the campus,
" It is worth all the effort and expense
of a college course, to learn of the
birds, the butterflies, and the flowers."
TtXtaTTAT can I get to do this sumW!L mer vacation? How much can
I earn? Those are the two sphinxes

sitting at the end of the college year
and at the gateway of opening summer, and into the enigmatical face of
each the year-worn student looks witli
a keenness and a seriousness which a
man with a $20 bill in his pocket can
never appreciate nor understand. There
are three answers to the first question :
You can hire out on a farm during
haying, canvass for a hook, or work
in a hotel. In regard to the opportunities, pay, etc., afforded by each I will
make a few suggestions which may
help those who are unsettled to make
a selection. Through Julv and August
one can get on a farm from $1.;")0 to
$1.75 per day. In a hotel the ordinary
pay is from $10 to $15 per month, and
if you are fortunate enough to have several benign and generous souls to wait
upon, you may, by proper obsequiousness, receive $15 a month extra. But
that is very doubtful. You may have a
semi-parsimonious and critical audience, or perchance you may spread a
two-minute boiled egg upon a silk dress,
and then farewell to gratuity. As for
canvassing, how about that? Ask
me something easy, for instance will it
rain the 14th of next September? Oh
yes, there are men who can canvass
and make heaps of money : there are
men who can climb Mont Blanc ; there
arc men who can go through Niagara
whirlpool in a barrel and live ; there
are men who can lish day after day and
never get a bite. Perhaps you could ;
at least you can buy a prospectus and
try. You might make a good thing of
it. You may go through the whirlpool
all safe and cling to the perpendicular
mountain of ice without a slip. Of
choice in hotels, one does better at the
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mountains than at the beach, and if
you have a slight touch of dyspepsia
either place will do much toward milking it chronic in one season, for the
sub coatum ice-creams, strawberries,
fritters, and bananas eaten at furtive
intervals are very unhealthful. If you
are slightly effeminate or over-dainty,
have a lank check, and feel all played
out at the end of the year, then for
money, for health, for morals, for endurance, for ability to work long and
hard, hire out on a farm. It will take
hold of your back and your courage,
but it will secure to you a bodily vigor
that will last all the year.
^BpiIEKE arc but few people that do
Jj not wish to be square with the
world and feel that their accounts are

balanced.
The old saying that "The world
owes every man a living " is one of the
many sayings that have not the least
truth in them. Every man, as far as
he is able, should pay his debts, for
the world owes him naught but that he
has earned.
There are many goods that men and
women receive which they can never
repay; in fact, mankind is a great
debt to the world, for a man cannot
offer as good as he possesses.
We may be able to get the exact
meaning of great authors, but we cannot feel as they felt or see as they saw.
The best work is very meager compared
to its conception.
The student may think he owes no
one, and may feel he has no one to
thank for his accomplishments but himself ; yet if he stops to reflect he must
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recognize his indebtedness; see that
there are but few and insignificant
things that can be paid for. How can
he repay those instructors, whose experience and thoughts he has made his
own? How can he repay the Past for
its rich store of knowledge from which
he has so greatly drawn ? There is but
one way through which he can, in the
least, lessen the debt, by giving others
as he has received. lint he that recognizes the glittering metal as the only
true currency, will become more and
more involved in his obligations to the
world.
♦ ♦♦

LITERARY.
A BREEZY CONFERENCE.
A. E. H., '89.
Down from the North the cold winds c;inie,
From the home of the ice and the snow;
Came with the sleet and hail at its feet;
Came with a terrible blow;
BY

Came over mountain, and forest, and hill,
To Hanover town, by the river.
The people stood in shivering groups,
Declaring what awful cold weather.
Up from the South the breezes blew,
From the home of uiusio and song,
From the land where the orange and pine-apple grow,
From the land that is ever warm.
They came so silent, they came so still,
That no one could tell they were there,
Save to the gentle inlluence lent
To the frosty winter air.
For the winds had agreed to meet, on a clay,
At Hanover town by the river,
And settle a conflict, which long they had
waged,
Of which one should rule the weather.
" Stand aside! Stand aside! " the North Wind
cried:
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" I am Boreas, the prince of the air;
And I make men feel, with sharp blades of
steel,
My power everywhere.

" Boast on, proud champion from the north!
Your boasting is nothing to me,
For I make the hearts of all men glad,
When my welcome form they see.

"I cause mighty forests to bow at my will,
I crown great mountains with snow;
I chain vast rivers, and lakes, and seas,
With fetters of ice as I go.

" I glide along the sunbeam's path;
I mount the azured sky;
I kiss the children's rosy cheeks,
Who smile as I pass by.

" O ho! Young stripling from the South,
Your preferences are nothing to me,
For I rule by power, and I make men cower,
When my very presence they see.

" I gently lead the April showers
To moisten every root;
To bring forth pink-and-white May-flowers,
And feed each tender shoot.

" The icebergs are my palaces,
The glaciers my domain;
The walrus, seal, and polar bear,
Make up my courtly train.

" To me the forests lift their heads;
The snow-caps on the hill
Vanish at my magic touch,
And join the sparkling rills.

"The Esquimaux, in his hut of snow,
Is a peasant on my estate;
My chariot is the black storm-cloud;
My foot-stool ocean great.

" The ice-chains that in winter-time
You forged on lake and sea,
I burst asunder, and I set
The mighty rivers free.

" My throne is on the mountain top,
My sceptre a Norway pine;
I need no fortress, for the snow
And hail are weapons of mine.

" My home is in the forest glades,
And 'mong the spicy isles,
Where live the birds of paradise,
And curious crocodiles.

" The eider duck, on her lonely nest,
I pass in the driving storm,
And I force her to tear the down from her
breast
To keep her little ones warm.

" The lion and the panther seek
Their prey among my bowers.
I come from lands of mighty trees,
Of curious shrubs and flowers.

" For me Aurora's bright display
Streams up in a northern sky,
Making the night as bright as the day,
While the moon shines out on high.
" I rule by might; swift is my Might,
And wonderful deeds I do.
Now I've come down to Hanover town,
To require homage of you."
"I know," the South Wind murmured low,
" Of the havoc you have made;
The tale you tell is true enough,
And more you might have said.

" I rule by love, swiftly I move,
And beautiful deeds I do:
And now I've come to Hanover town
To require homage of you."
" I'll overthrow thee with my power,"
The North Wind quickly said;
" I'll bring a blizzard from the North
To strike thy flowers dead."
"I've power, too," the South Wind cried;
" A power equal thine,
For great cyclones, and hurricanes,
And whirlwinds are weapons of mine."

" You turn green forests brown and seer;
You biting frosts employ
To damage every living thing.
You rule but to destroy.

At last the mighty river spoke:
"Do no such thing, I pray.
Think of the damages you would bring,
If you should strive to-day.

" The ruin that each year you bring
On flower, shrub, and tree,
I do repair, when early spring
Comes dancing o'er the lea.

" The great world needoth both of you,
To carry out the plan
That, from the time the earth was made,
The Lord decreed to man.
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"The lumberman, with patience, waits
The coming of the snow;
The tillers of the soil rejoice
In spring, to see it go.
" Each season, every month and day,
Is needful unto man;
There is no time of year hut what
We need it back again.
" And the Hanover girls and hoys,
Who play by the mighty river,
Like the ice and snow, and the cold winter
time,
As they do the summer weather.
" For they skate between my ice-bound shores,
And coast down the hills,
As merrily as when they rove
Among the brooks and rills."

>

" 'Tis true," the North Wind laughing said.
"And hero's a gift from me,
A bunch of moss and evergreen
From the shores of the Northern sea."
" 'Tis true," the South Wind smiling said,
" And hero's a gift to thee,
A bunch of flowers and bright, green leaves,
From many a southern tree."
Thanks, noble river, thanks
For the lesson thou hast taught.
Each thing in nature has its place
In service and in thought.

*

The North Wind's strength, the South Wind's
love,
The River's wisdom, too;
Strength, love, and wisdom are
Three temple pillars true.
They will support us in this life,
And, when our tasks arc done,
May we be called to reign with Him
Who is all three in One.
-*-■*■*■

THE COQUETTE.
BY

C. D. B., »80.

?H() will win little coquette?"
" What a question ! I can't
ever guess. Ask me rather, which way
the wind will blow to-morrow."
" She is the strangest woman I ever
met. 1 can't understand her at all."
" Well, I don't know. To me she
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seems to be one of those human butterHies, that, taking no thought of the
morrow, Hit in the sunshine, from

flower to flower."
" She seems to be angling for Jones,
the millionaire? "
" i know ; but yesterday she smiled
on John Wight, who is poor but handsome. I tell you, she don't care for
wealth or beauty, or anything else, except the gratification of her own frivolity. Anything ! so long as she passes
the time by, and kills ennui. To-day,
it is the awkwardness and diffidence of
Jones. What a figure he cuts. Tall,
ungainly. ' Nature,' said Byron,' broke
her die in molding Sheridan.' Now,
if Nature did not break her nasal die
in molding Jones' nose, why I lose
my guess. His mouth—they sat his
ears back to make room for it. But
enough. Dean, what do you think of

little coquette? "
The person thus addressed, a goodlooking young man, twenty-three or
four years of age glanced carelessly
toward the lady in question, and said,
" I think you are mistaken. You think
a woman must be either mercenary or
romantic and sentimental. In my opinion, Miss Western is neither; but a
sensible woman, who enjoys life herself, and wishes others to do the same.
But why do you call her a coquette?"
" Oh, because she smiles on this one
to-day ; on that, to-morrow. Because
she is full of witty caprices and follies."
"But the word coquette signifies a
woman, who, from mere vanity, seeks
offers of marriage."
"Well, little coquette doesn't do
that. Words, however, sometimes get
misapplied.
But few of us consult
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Webster about their use in common
conversation.
Somebody said w little
coquette,' and the words tickled our
curs."
The three men separated. One went
to the house ; another to the lake,; the
third. Carl Dean, turned toward a group
of young people who were playing tennis, among whom was Miss Western.
Carl was a poor student, who was
spending a week of his summer vacation at Oak Villa, his rich uncle's
country house. Though young in years,
he had seen much of the hard side of
life. Left an orphan at -twelve years
of age, without the aid of friends or
money, he had prepared himself for
college ; and now had nearly completed
his collegiate course. As he approached
the players, Jones, catching his toe behind his heel, fell sprawling on the
dusty ground.
Miss Western, who
was his partner, said, " You must be
careful, Mr. Jones. The government
does not pension disabled tennis players, you know." With the grace of a
Venus, she extended her daintily gloved
hand to his aid. Then she saw Carl;
and, casting aside her racquet, starts
toward him with outstretched hand.
" You don't know how glad I am to see
you, Carl. Three years ago, when we
parted at Commencement, you said
we should meet again. I've been expecting you for a week. Your uncle
told me you were coming. How did I
find out that he was your uncle? What
a question to ask! Why, wasn't I
always famous for finding out everything of that kind?" By this time
Miss Western's partner had regained
his feet, recovered his racquet, and

taken his position, ready to continue
the game.
"Excuse me, Maud, but T am detaining you ; your friends arc waiting
for you," said Carl.
"Here, take my place, Mr. Dean.
I am tired of playing," said Jones.
" No, I thank you. My uncle is
coming; I will go witli him." And
Carl, joining his uncle, went to the
other side of the lawn.
My hero is one of those goodnatured, sensible persons, whom everybody likes. He played tennis, croquet,
and boated with his uncle's guests, and
before two days became a general favorite. More than one of them, in the
meantime, saw him cast longing glances
toward Miss Western.
"Poor fool! what a pity," sighed
one young lady, " that a fine fellow like
Carl Dean should waste a thought on
such a coquette. He might as well
think of preserving sunbeams in a bottle as winning her heart. She hasn't
any. Ah me ! men are all fools, every
one."
" We will go along the shore of the
lake this afternoon," said Carl's uncle,
one morning, " and gather some waterlilies."
About two o'clock the whole party,
in three or four boats, left the wharf;
rowing as near to the margin of the
lake as possible, thus shielded from the
sun by trees that grew at the water's
edge. The day was perfect. It was
not warm enough to be oppressive.
The sky was deep blue and guiltless of
clouds. A gentle breeze just moved
the forest boughs, and raised slight
ripples on the surface of the lake. The
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painted birds, flitting from bough to
hough, sang their sweetest songs. By
chance or intention, Carl and Miss
Western found themselves in the how
of the same boat. One lady nodded
toward them, and nudging her neighbor, said, " Coquette smiles on Dean
this afternoon."
" The face of Nature is so fair and
smiling that one could almost wish
himself a part of her," said Carl.
" Not I; that's Byron. I can't sympathize with him or Jaques. One is as
absurd as the other to me," replied
Miss Western.
" Well, let us imagine, then, that
there are fauns and satyrs in the wood,
and water nymphs in the lake."
''I don't like water nymphs; they
are cold, slimy, snaky creatures. Ugh !
I shudder at the thought. But fauns
and satyrs are just what I delight in.
I wish I had lived in the old Arcadian
times. Why, I could have danced all
day ; I know I could."
" Then ' Marble Faun ' must he your
favorite novel."
"Not at all. Why, every page of
that novel is full of the author's melancholy."
"You like ' Pickwick Papers,' perhaps."
" Yes, better. But I am always reminded, when I read them, of the saying in k As Ybu Like It': ' the dullness
of the fool is the whetstone of the
wits.' "
And so the talk ran on. Sometimes
the eyes speak what the tongue says
not. Finally the goal was reached.
The boats glided in among the lily-pads.
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The lilies lay floating, like tiny water
chariots, on each side of them.
"See," said Carl, plucking a splendid
lily from its watery home, " here is
one of the chariots in which your shiny,
snaky water nymphs take their pleasure rides, Miss Western."
" Nonsense, you are too poetical for
anything. Talk of a nymph riding in
that flower.
The essence of foolishness is that.''
"'Make the door upon a woman's
wit and it will out at the casement;
shut that—' You know the rest."
" I've no ears for nymphs and musty
wit, when such beautiful flowers as
these are within my reach," Miss
Western replied, as she pulled a lily
from the water.
" There are some splendid lilies over
there in the mouth of that brook," said
Carl. "We'll go there. Give me an
oar. I haven't rowed any yet. Look !
uncle's boat is heading for the same
place. They've seen the lilies. Ah !
they are trying to get there first. Let
us give them a race."
Carl and his companion were both
excellent oarsmen.
Away sped the
boat as straight as an arrow, propelled
by their strong, steady strokes, and
arrived at the brook ahead of its rival.
" There we have all the lilies," said
Miss Western. "Just row the boat
into the mouth of the brook. There,
isn't this beautiful? A perfect Arcadian retreat."
"It doesn't seem so to me," said
Carl. " This seems to me like Dante's
forest. ' The foliage is not verdant;
but of dusky hue.' I doubt not that
these trees have thorns ' with venom
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filled.' Why, I can actually sec a harpy
perched on that knarled oak. I can—"
"Enough! you make me shudder.
You have spoiled the place for me.
But sec; the rest arc starting hack.
We shall be left."
On the following day the guests
went to the grove, that was situated
on the bend of a river, for a picnic
dinner. Arriving about ten o'clock in
the forenoon, they deposited their baskets and wraps on the tables and benches,
prepared for the use of pleasure seekers, and began to look about them.
The grove extended down a gentle
slope to the very verge of the water.
All the undergrowth and fallen timber
had been cleared from beneath the
trees, which, towering upwards, interlaced their branches into a " verdant
roof," that the rays of the noonday sun
could not penetrate.
In one glittering sheet, the river
swept by ; a short distance below, however, it became broken and foamy, and
flowed, for an hundred yards, over
ragged ledges; then separated by a
high cliff that rose in its center, went
thundering through two rocky sluiceways, and, falling forty feet, plunged
into deep caldron basins which the
waters had worn in the primeval rock.
The party separated into twos, threes,
and fours, and chatting, sauntered
about the grove.
Carl, however, wandering away from
the rest, seated himself on a cliff that
almost overhung the falls, and unmindful of what was going on around him,
gazed into the rushing waters ; now and
then casting a pebble down the dizzy
distance. Suddenly he was aroused

from his meditations by a quick step
and a familiar voice.
" Come, Carl; the cloth is spread.
Come, come."
The dinner was ended. "To the
falls, now. None of us, except Carl
and myself have seen them. I found
him before dinner gazing into the mad
waters, expecting, no doubt, to see one
of his nymphs appear," said Miss Western.
" That's so," responded a dozen
voices. " We'll go."
They had gone down the river but a
short distance, when they came to a
ledge that jutted out over the water.
Here the party paused. Miss Western,
walking to the very edge of the rock,
looked down into the foaming tide.
Suddenly, striking a theatrical attitude, she exclaimed: "If I cast myself into the river, who will—"
Her foot slips—she falls headlong,
and is borne away by the swift current. In an instant all was confusion.
Some stood still; some ran in this
direction ; some in that. Some cried
one thing-; some, another.
For a moment Carl was inactive;
then he ran down the bank to the falls.
Miss Western was well out into the
current. In fifteen seconds she would
be past all aid. Carl comprehended
all. If he did anything he must do it
instantly. He could see but one chance
of saving her.
In all probability she would be carried over the branch of the falls
next to him, and very uear the dividing
cliff, for the current set hard against it.
On the almost perpendicular side of
this cliff was a cleft in which a scrub
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oak had found root. If he could leap
from where he was to that cleft, he
might grasp the oak with one, hand,
and, perhaps, catch her with the other
as she passed.
There were; many
chances against the suceess of the attempt ; if he missed his footing hy six
inches, lie was lost. But his mind was
made up; he would try it. lie measures the distance with his eve. He runs
forward and leaps across the chasm.
Thank God ! his feet strike the lips of
the cleft. His hand grasps the oak.
Not an instant too late. Oh, heaven !
She has passed him. No! one white
hand is raised above the water, and
his closes around it like a vice.
Ten days passed. All of the guests
had left Oak Villa except Carl and
Miss Western, and they were going on
the morrow. She had fully recovered
from the effect of her accident, and
was as joyous and gay as before.
"This is a beautiful evening," she
was saying to Carl, " and our last at
Oak Villa."
" I was thinking of that," he replied.
" Let us view its beauties in the gloaming."
They went down through the orchard,
climbed a stone wall, and seated themselves beneath a sugar-maple.
Far
up among the green branches a cockrobin and his mate had built their summer home. She, half asleep, sat brooding ; he, perched on a limb below her,
was wide-awake, and heard the whole
story of Carl's love: how he had
longed, waited, and hoped ; hut now
could wait no longer, and must know
his fate. How he—
But you, gentle reader, know what
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the robin heard, as well as I. You,
lady, have listened to such. You, sir,
have said them. Oh. no; you won't
admit it. But it's true all the same.
Master robin, in his eagerness to
to hear, fluttered from bough to bough,
until he was just over their heads.
There he heard tin; word " yes." Robin
Hew hack, and. waking his mate, told
her all he had seen and heard ; and she,
uoromantic bird, closing her eyes again
and nestling down more closely upon
blue eggs four, said : '' Robin, you are
a simpleton."
♦-♦-

MAN'S TRUE GREATNESS.
BY H. J. P., "90.
fT is often diflicult for us, with our
€. Unite minds, to determine what in
man is truly great. The mind is said
to be the glory of man. But the mind,
with all its educational resources, may
receive such a training as will destroy
all the nobility of the heart, and doubtless there are many men comparatively
ignorant, who are greater in the sight
of God than the most highly educated.
It is often remarked that wealth and
social position constitute all the greatness of man ; that great wealth must be
amassed, regardless of consequences.
It is indeed true that wealth and social
position do gain for man a certain external grandeur, but they never can
command the respect of the heart.
True greatness is not put on ; it is
something within, and a part of the
man. One tells us that if we would be
useful we must be helpful. Who can
separate usefulness from greatness?
The man who by party spirit reaches
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the topmost round of the ladder of
fame and looks down with contempt
on Ins fellow-men, is far less noble
than he who, half-way down the ladder,
is supporting with his helping hands
some unfortunate falling comrade.
It is not so much what a person says
as what he does that tells of the goodness that is in him. Often beneath
the roughest exterior beats a heart as
warm as that under the finest broadcloth. The human heart is a peculiar
receptacle, for that which is put into it
shapes the vessel. So he who would
be truly great must put that into his
heart which will fashion noble impulses. True greatness is not always
gauged by great achievements. Men,
forgetful that greatness springs from
the purity of the heart, often contaminate themselves by grasping that which
may look great in the sight of men.
How often we see a man deviate from
his former path of honor and trustworthiness, and enter upon a course of
life that, he avers, will bring him position and greatness.
Emulous of great
and historic men, jealous of any honor
acquired by his fellows, and willing to
enter any path that may seem to bring
him quickly into the highway of greatness, he soon finds himself in the midst
of such an intricate network of interweaving paths aud diverging roads,
that he knows not which way to turn.
His mind misleads him, and he is
lost. Thus deluded, he finds out when
it is too late that he who works for
self alone will never find true greatness. All need to take heed lest the
stepping stones by which they would
climb to distinction, be not stumbling

blocks by which they may fall into
obscurity.
That person who grasps after things
concerning himself alone, who sees no
farther than his own interests, is destined to make of his life a failure. No
person, be he peasant or president, can
be truly great only as he follows out
the precepts of that rule given to us
ages ago—" Love thy neighbor as thyself."
♦-♦-♦

THE EAGLE AT LAKE GEORGE.
BY F. F. PHILIPS.
Well hast thou chosen, daring bird,
To haunt this billowy bound of lake and sky.
These domes and peaks—a mighty herd,
That in disordered grandeur troop and vie
Each most to trespass on the brink,
And deepest-welling beauty drink.

Did this proud wilderness alone
Allure thy crag and tempest-loving heart
Here to deride the balked wind's moan,
And, pennon-shielded, brave the lightning's
dart,
To view, above the storm's affray,
The birth of dawn, the death of day ?
Or eam'st thou, in avenging mood,
To haste the judgment heaven shall mete at last
And, on grim Moloch's sleeping brood,
Qurl down a terror-wakening trumpet blastDire plaint for father Jogues' death-throes,
And fated William Henry's woes?
From some dim height may be thy glance
Oft runs the mazy water-way along,
At thought that yet again, perchance,
In pomp, with bugle-note and martial song,
Down forest paths, through lake and gorge,
Shall come the bannered host of George.
The northern gate * full long ago
Noiselessly closed against the Frenchman's
arms;
Long by the fortress, sunken low,
Has lain the Briton, deaf to war's alarms.
Proud bird, thy lofty quest must be
To know of Freedom's destiny.
*Gate—Chainplain, "The lake which is the gate
of the country."
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THE RIVER'S LESSON.
BY

P. P. B., '91.

I stood one night by tlio river,
Where the waters come and go,
As on to the soa forever
They haste with an endless How.
And while I stood and wondered
On that peaceful summer's night,
How oft was the starlight sundered
By the raging water's might!
My heart was burdened with sadness,
As the gentle rays of light
Were lost by the raging madness
Of the river's onward (light.
But deeper far was my grieving,
When a voice seemed speaking near,
" The lesson thou art receiving
Wilt thou go and leave it here.
" Thy life is the rushing river,
And the stars of Heaven above,
That shine through its night forever
Is the light of a Father's love.
" The rock thou art forsaking,
Which troubles the peaceful stream
Is the night that with sorrow and aching
Now troubles thy life's bright dreams."
I saw the light of the morning
As I turned my eyes away,
Bat the silent voice of warning
Is with me from day to day.
<•

O let not the folly and sadness,
That each day now brings to thee
Deprive thee of all life's gladness,
While hastening on to the sea.
•♦ >

THE MONASTERY AS A SYMBOL OE CULTURE.
BY

M. G. P., '88.

"OEAUTIEUL for situation, vener\t5? able for its culture, hallowed by
prayer, the monastery was the distinctive institution of the dark ages.
During the disintegration of powerful
empires, its strength increased. While
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literature and art were passing through
the formative stages of a new era, it
became the treasury for past achievements. Above it rested the Star of
Bethlehem, under whose light it first
appeared, the embodiment of ideal
purity ; but in the end, when the wind
and rain had done their work, its dark
stains and crumbling walls became the
more hideous.
Self-denial was not here first misapprehended and misapplied. Heathen
Mystics warped the truth, long before,
in their contempt for matter. The
Jewish Essenes and their followers in
Alexandria promoted the error. But
never had it seemed so attractive, never
gained such tar-reaching influence as
when allied with Christianity. Church,
state, schools, and society conformed
to the prevailing idea. Aye, so powerful was this, that even after Luther,
with his mighty sledge, crushed the
substance into fragments, the ideal lived
in the popular mind. Though Cromwell trampled it under foot, it still
lingers in English politics.
The rise of civilization marks the
decline of monarchism.
Yet in education, from its very couservativeness,
and the monastic origin of the schools,
this influence has proved most enduring.
Here even the late-discovered
New World, defended by Puritan institutions, betrays it.
That same restrictive spirit which
built walls between the people and their
ministers moves the cultured to withdraw from general society, and bury
their much-needed talents. It leads
highly qualified men to avoid public
duties, leaving vital interests with the
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incompetent. Thus in a republic, demanding of every citizen his best, unprincipled men too often hold the
positions of influence, and the term
politician is an ill-becoming stigma.
This spirit appears in institutions of
learning whose doors are double locked
by wealth and prejudice,—wealth which
in exaggerated expenses and exclusive
society, tacitly but emphatically says
to the poor, only the rich enter here,—
prejudice which, from woimm's inferior
position in the past, from her present
degradation in uncivilized lands, argues
that inferiority is her natural condition
and that it is, therefore, absurd to
lower the standard of scholarship, or
violate caste by breaking bread with
woman.
The monastery claimed to be a law
unto itself and acknowledged no superior authority.
The same arbitrary
feeling is discernible in literary circles,
prompting men of genius and learning
to disregard social principles, and to
display unpardonable eccentricities as
the credentials of extraordinary character. It prevails in the opinion that
students are not under the general
jurisdiction, but constitute a little world
by themselves where all crimes become
fun, and where wild oats may be sown
broadcast and no one held responsible
for the harvest.
Unsyminetrical culture is the bitter
fruit of Mouasticism.
Development
of one part of the nature at the expense of the rest produces bigots and
fanatics, skeptics, or prize fighters,
according to its application. The same
narrow, unnatural training which lighted
Europe with fires of martyrdom, tore

Hypatia limb from limb, and incited
the children's crusade, is responsible for
the French reign of reason, and the
German science worship.
Evidently
the monastery laid too much stress on
misconceived piety, undoubtedly the
early schools devoted too much time to
the classics, but are not modern educators falling into similar error in maintaining that thorough culture may be
derived merely from study of the
sciences.
New occasions teach new duties.
Republican institutions call for universal statesmanship. The printing press,
the telegraph, and the steam engine
demand thinkers for a world, fathers
who will not risk a priceless musical
gift for a moment's adulation, mothers
skilled to guide the infant steps of
genius. It is idle to accept an education that fits simphy for some one
work or profession. With Elihu Burritt's purpose no man need be defrauded of his own.
Ministers, lawyers, and educators
make admirable bankers, but the gold
belongs to the people. The Latin that
illustrates Blackstone's Commentaries
will illustrate the newspaper. If science can make the rocks speak and
the flowers unfold deep mysteries for
the scholar, how much more helpful
may she become to the miner, and the
farmer.
A new, living Christian spirit in education bids us leave " the low vaulted
past" about which gathered the fungus
of monarchism ever attendent upon
decay, and build more stately mansions, strong in health and purity, broad
in acquisition and purpose.
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CIVILIZATION OF ANCIENT
GREECE.
BY

C. J. E., »89.

VAST subject is to be treated in a
short space ; hence arises a necessity of selecting and considering only
such phases of it as may be of vital
importance. Probably no element is
more universal in civilization than is
education.
Greece recognized this
principle, and though compassed about
by the ignorance of neighboring states
and with no model to guide her, she
reached a height and completeness in
the education of her people that has
never been surpassed. In one century
she accomplished as much in letters as
modern civilization has wrought in a
thousand years.
Plato says, "Education and discipline were begun in early childhood
and continued through life." • The
wisdom of which course is fully attested by the extraordinary intellectual
ability exhibited by all grades of
Grecian society. Mr. Freeman says,
" Tbe average intelligence of an Athenian audience was higher than that of
the English House of Commons."
In history and some of the sciences
that are the results of civilization,
Greece is certainly deficient, but in her
literature as a whole, and the literature
of a country, we find the most durable
evidences of a people's greatness;
there is a strength and fitness of language, a depth and condensation of
thought that has excited the admiration
of critical scholars and warranted the
assertion of Professor Mahaffy that
"No modern nation, however well instructed, has been able to equal by
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labored acquirements the inborn genius
of the Greeks."
Again the element of religion pervaded the civilization of the Greeks.
The sensitive and inquiring Greek mind
was instinctively religious, and despite
an immoral and worthless theology it
worked out for itself a morality higher
in its manifestations than is enjoyed
by many Christian communities at the
present day. Thales taught that " God
is the oldest of all things, for he is
without beginning," that "The earth
is the fairest of all things, for it is the
work of God." Pythagoras enjoined
upon the members of his fraternity
not only silence, but modesty, temperance, and brotherly love.
lie taught
that there was one Deity pervading
and maintaining the universe.
Xenophon said, "There is one
eternal, infinite, immortal Being, by
whom all things exist, and this one
being is God. He hears all, he sees
all, he is at once mind, wisdom, and
eternal existence." Such was the foundation upon which Christianity four
hundred years later was destined to
rest.
Next to religion as a civilizing agency
stands philosophy, the reaching out of
the human soul in its search for truth.
Here we meet with the names of Euclid,
Plato, and Aristotle, while towering
above them all in the grandeur of his
conceptions, the majesty of his genius
and the power of his thought is Socrates, of whom it has been said, " He
drew philosophy down from heaven
and placed her among the habitations
of men."
If we turn our attention from philos-
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ophy to the fine arts, we find Greece
still giving instruction to the rest of
the world. In sculpture she followed
no models, hut aiming at the life-like,
the beautiful, the exalted, and the true,
she created the models that have ever
been the study and delight of sculptors, painters, and connoisseurs. The
sculptor, Phidias, in his statue of Jupiter Olympus, wrought from ivory and
gold, has given us a masterpiece, so
far beyond what others have accomplished, when compared with him, that
we instinctively feel all modern sculptors are but merest imitators. In architecture as in sculpture, Grecian civilization set the pattern for the world.
Architecture in Greece was reduced to
a science.
Its aim was to combine
beauty, grandeur, unity, and power.
Three styles of architecture, Doric,
Corinthian, and Ionic, had their birth in
this land of intellect and soul. In exquisite beauty, in extreme simplicity,
in symmetry of form and harmony of
parts, the Parthenon at Athens, the
work of the inspired Phidias, is the
culminating triumph of human architecture. If we turn our attention to
music, we find it received its development at the hands of Aristoxenus and
Pythagoras in that period when architecture and sculpture had their rise.
If to oratory we arc confronted with
the names of Pericles, Plato, and Demosthenes, the world's greatest orators.
If to painting, we meet with
Anaxagoras and Democritus. There
is no department of the fine arts not
fully represented in Grecian civilization. Again, if bravery and military
glory have an attraction for any, such

should study the conduct of the Greeks
under Themistocles at Salamis, or
under Miltiades at Marathon, or Leonidas with his little band at Thermopylae
opposing the Persian hosts of Xerxes
till twenty thousand were destroyed.
Can all history show more striking examples of military genius, of dauntless
courage, or of sublime patriotism than
these?
Yet it is not in military affairs that
we find the surest marks of civilization. Uprightness and purity of character in social and private life are more
important than the arts of war. Grecian
civilization was especially free from
social vices. Drunkenness was a thing
almost unknown ; it was not only a disgrace but a crime against society that
society did not tolerate.
Theognis
says, " 'Tisashameto be drunk among
sober men ; 'tis also a shame for a
sober man to stay among men that are
drunk." Greece had no dens of debauchery, no dance halls, no gambling
hells. She had no filthy streets, no
tumble-down tenements, no garrets
where men, women, and children,
ground down by poverty, herd together, where starvation comes and
death is welcomed as a release. Hers
was a civilization more exalted, more
pure.
Still further, it is a universal contrast between civilized and uncivilized
communities, that in the former the
penalty of death is carried out without
cruelty and without torture, while in
the latter the victim is subjected to insults and needless pains. We shudder
at the barbarities of the middle ages
when the stake, the rack, and the guil-
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lotine were in constant requisition and
horrible deaths served for daily pastimes ; we lament that our own day so
often finds the gallows erected, hears
the awful death-sentence pronounced,
and sees that sentence carried into
effect before a jeering and ribald mob,
and yet more than two thousand years
ago the little country of Greece had
done away with these barbarities. No
contrast can be made that ought to
make us more ashamed of our Christian age and privileges than this contrast of humanity. There is another
peculiarity of the ancient Grecian civilization. While other nations desired
wealth as a means of power, the Greeks
sought it as a means of culture. Refinement was rated higher than mercenary pursuits, and nobility of soul
highest of all. Selfishness and greed
were absent from Greek character;
hospitality, compassion, benevolence,
and generosity were its most striking
features.
It is true that many inventions, machines, and appliances that in our day
are supposed to make work easier and
life happier, were wanting to the
Greeks. Yet these are but the accumulated knowledge of centuries. They
are the results of civilization and not
civilization itself. Greece alone worked
out a civilization for herself, by herself.
She alone produced and taught to the
rest of the world the highest forms of literature, philosophy, science, art, humanity, and social purity.
♦ ♦-♦-

Seven American colleges have more
than a thousand students.
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IN THE ANTIQUE HOTEL.
F. L. P., ".il.
In an antique hotel far away in the North,
I was sitting at eve by the broail open fire:
The back-log and fore-stick were blazing away;
There was comfort as much as the heart could
desire.
BY

Without there was howling; the wild wintry
winds
And the crisp air came in through the cracks
at the door.
'Twas a night for ghost stories and tales of the
Indians,
And hair-breadth escapes from the goblins
of yore.
The guests straggled in and sat round in aeircle;
The hosts poked the fire till the sparks filled
the fine,
And piled up the fagots with art that was
cunning,
As ever our old-fashioned grandfathers knew.
'Twas a Saturday night like the good olden
times,
When the New England rum and the whiskey were pure,
And could render one safe from a sunstroke in
summer,
And from freezing in winter could keep him
secure.
There were stage-drivers, wood-choppers, men
from the logging camp,
Peddlers, and loafers and quacks of tin; day;
There were youths and men strong in the vigor
of manhood,
And men that were aged, decrepit, and gray.
There was " Ike " and " Big Ephraim " and
Enos, the fat man,
And Jacob renowned for the power of his lungs,
Whose voice bad a roar like the pealing of
thunder,
Sonorous above the full Babel of tongues.
Indeed 'twas a Babel for accents partaking,
Of English, Scotch, Irish, French, German,
and Dutch,
Went round like a buzz-saw from " Dick " in
the corner,
To " Jake " the "poor devil " who leaned on
his crutch.
And each had some story, or tale of adventure,
As thrilling or quaint as has ever been told,
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By the genius of wit, in the lore of the ages,
Recording the deeds of the heroes of old.
There were fish stories, hear stories, snake
stories, ghost stories,
"Yarns" of the traveler on land and on sea,
But " Jake" with his crutch was the hero that
evening
And seldom is horn one more gifted than he.
His face was as honest as that of an angel,
And calmly he swore by the Ca-sars of Rome,
He had caught more brook trout in two hours
after dinner
Than four yoke of oxen at night could haul
home.
In fishing for pickerel he gave his experience)
And said that he hoped he'd be blown to the
skies
If he hadn't caught one that he pulled out of
water
Three feet and a half ere he came to his eyes.
The fierce grisly bear, of the wild Rocky
Mountains,
He often had met in a hand to hand tilt;
But the last one he " murdered " weighed
forty-four hundred,
Though he said " I confess I was mighty hear
kilt."
Then he drew from bis pocket a plug of tobacco,
And cut off a chew with his rusty old knife,
Declaring that though it might kill many
others,
For his own part he knew it had once saved
his life.
Then added that when he was young and a
sailor,
While rounding Cane Horn he was wrecked in
a gale,
And the Sea-Serpent swallowed him up as old
Jonah
Was swallowed some ages ago by the whale.
While kicking around inside of tin; serpent,
He thought that perhaps if he took a new chew
And spit out the juice it might sicken the
monster,
And sooner or later might cause him to spew.
Well, the trick worked remarkably well, for
our sailor
Was belched up at Bath right before his own
door,
All right except feeling a little bit weary,
As safe and as sound as he had been before.

He hail served in tho army ami served in the
nav.v,
Was familiar with tactics, in land and sea
tights,
I thought him the rival of Sinbad the Sailor,
Of whom we have read in " Arabian Nights."
Thus the hours were beguiled by those tales of
adventure,
As we sat by the light of the, broad open fire,
Till at length the faint glow of the smouldering
embers
Gave warning to each of the time to retire.

COMMUNICATION.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

April 20, 18s«.

To the Editors of the Student:

In a communication from this part
of the country you would of course
expect one to treat largely of Minneapolis ; but it would be impossible for
one who is not possessed with most remarkable powers of condensation to do
justice to this town within the limits of
an ordinary communication, and a verbose writer would have his allotted
space Idled before he had finished his
introduction.
In 1850, Lo, the red man, felt easy
and at homo as he smoked his mullein
leaves by the Falls of St. Anthony. In
1875 there was, about the Falls, a population of 32,000 white people; and
in 1888, Lo, the poor Indian, looks as
though he were wandering in a strange
and foreign land as he shuffles along
the broad streets and beholds the high
buildings of this beautiful city of 1H"),-

000 inhabitants.
Flouring mills have sprung up until
now Minneapolis is the leading city of
the world in the production of flour.
The combined product of all the mills
for the last week was 1G8,200 barrels
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of Hour, the largest output being for
one week in October of last year, when
177,000 barrels were produced. About
the first of July, 1887, a large grain
elevator in Minneapolis, containing
about 1,250,000 bushels of wheat, was
burned, but the wheat is still smouldering at this date. Thus wheat demonstrates its "staying"
qualities.
Why not use it for fuel, and then when
it is winter, and the servant girl leaves
the damper in the kitchen stove open
all night she will still be sure of having a lire in the morning?
Seven miles down the river from
Minneapolis is the enterprising town of
St. Paul. It would be unjust to speak
slightingly of St. Paul, but it would be
high treason for me to admit that in
many material points of excellence it
approaches Minneapolis. As representing the great Northwest, they are
practically united in business interests,
and their union in name has been discussed considerably by the leading men
of both cities. However much " Paul "
desires the marriage, " Minnie " will
never consent to give up her name.
Probably New England has more
representatives here than any other
part of the country of equal size. One
meets '• Maineites" everywhere around
here, but, unlike many tribes in the
West, they are " friendly to the whites."
There are several Bates men in Minnesota, among whom are, Keene, of '75 ;
Leavitt, '70; Randall, Wyman, and
Hathaway, '77 ; II. L. Merrill, '80, and
J. F. Merrill, '82. After one has been
here a few months he is not much
surprised at meeting any one whom he
ever knew.
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It will doubtless be a great surprise
to many of your readers to learn that
the snow, which remained with us so
faithfully during last winter, has all
gone, but it is even so. When the eastern newspaper men are called up for
their final accounting, it will be one of
the hardest things of their lives to explain the "wrong stories" that they
have told about Minnesota weather.
However, if you visit Minneapolis in
the winter it would be well to take
your overcoat with you, and if there is
a fur collar attachment, be sure that
that also is brought up into its proper
position around your ears.
Many people in the East have the
impression that this is the "Wild
West" where "they shoot folks," as a
friend once expressed it, where bold
cowboys, with their wide hats, leather
breeches and belts full of guns and
knives, ride into saloons on their
bronchos and order free refreshment
for the crowd. I will not speak for
Montana, but such is not the common
practice in Minneapolis. Our valiant
municipal ollicers would discourage
such pleasantry as that immediately.
The people here are as cultivated and
refined as they are in the East, though
perhaps they do not spend as much
time discussing the " whyness of the
so," and such abstract questions as
in the city of the Baked Bean. The
common aim seems to be the pursuit of
the "almighty dollar," and quite often
a dollar and a- half.
I wish to thank Mr. Miller, the artist who designed the cover for the
STUDENT this year, for that picture of
Mount David and the observatory.
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And I wish to thank him again for
the chicken yard down in the corner
of.the picture; it is the attesting seal
which stamps the production genuine.
E. A. M., '8(i.

LOCALS.
" Non paratus " dixlt scholar
Cum a sad, a doleful look:
" Omne rectu " prof, rcspondit,
Et "uihil," scripsit in liis book.—Ex.

Buds.
Birds.
Boom-a-la-ka !
.loin the campaign club.
The hall games to he played by the
"Bates Home League" will lie hotly
contested.
E. W. Hummer is teaching a fencing
class in Auburn on Monday, Tuesday,
and Saturday evenings.
W. F. Ham will spend the remainder
of the spring term and also his summer vacation with his brother in New
York.
This is the busiest term in the year,
(iood work done in the class now will
save a deal of plugging for tests by
and hy.
I." N. Cox went to Bangor, April
26th, as delegate to the Republican
State Convention from ward four of
this city.
The June number of the STUDENT
will contain much matter interesting to
the alumni and friends of the college.
All who wish an extra June number
should notify the husiness manager at
once.
Since the last issue of the STUDKNT
we have been informed, on good author-

ity, that practical instruction in laboratory work is to be given classes at the
beginning of another year.
Class in Rhetoric: Prof.—" When
we see a drunken man clinging to a
lantern post, and addressing to it endearing epithets, what is this a violation of (referring to the abuse of
pathos in maudlin sentiment)?" (1.
(sotto voce)—" Prohibitory law."
E. J. Small, literary editor of the
STUDKNT, has recently gone to Colorado for his health. He writes us that
he is stopping at the Alamo Hotel, of
Colorado Springs, a town near the foot
of Pike's Peak. Mr. Small will probably be away some two or three months.
The Bates Brass Band has been organized as follows : E. S. Libbey, e Hat
cornet; E. L. Day, clarinet; J. R.
Little, solo h flat cornet; P. P. Beal,
first b flat cornet; Gr. K. Small, second
b Hat cornet; H. B. Davis, solo alto;
W. B. Cutts, first alto ; N. G. Howard,
second alto; W. S. Mason, third alto;
L. E. (naves, first b flat tenor; F. E.
Einrich, second b flat tenor; E. S.
Pierce, baritone ; E. L. Pugsley, e flat
bass; W. E. Garcelon, e flat bass;
A. D. Pink ham, tenor drum ;
, bass
(bum ;
, cymbals. Each member
of the band has bought the instrument
which he plays. The, boys have got
under good headway. Organizing a
band, buying the instruments, and settling down to hard practice requires
energy. The Sophomore and Freshman classes deserve much praise.
The Ornithology class report the following birds to have arrived since the
last issue of the STUDKNT: hermit
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thrush, American brown creeper, yellow-bellied woodpecker, yellow hammer, rust)' grackle, chipping sparrow,
tree swallow, ruby-crowned kinglet,
golden-crested kinglet, pine creeping
warbler, myrtle warbler, Savannah
sparrow, white-throated sparrow, Cooper's hawk, bronze grackle, yellow-palm
warbler, purple martin, Wilson's thrush,
red-bellied nuthatch, winter wren,
Nashville warbler, black-capped titmouse, field sparrow, swamp sparrow,
oven bird, barn swallow, wood peewee,
sparrow hawk, ruffled grouse, blueheaded vireo, least flycatcher, blackthroated green warbler, chimney swift,
black and white warbler, chestnutsided warbler, Parula warbler, warbling
vireo, loon, kingfisher, water thrush,
yellow warbler, and Baltimore oriole.

Bates College ; Thursday evening, May
3d, "The President," by G. W. Wood,
Ph.D., of Boston; Thursday evening,
May 10th, » Certain Dangerous Tendencies in American Life," by Rev. P. S.
Root of Auburn ; Monday evening. May
14th, " Religion and its Relations to
Study and to Life," by Rev. H. M.
Plumb of Boston ; Thursday evening,
May 17th, "An Address to the Students," by Rev. Phillips Brooks, D.D.,
of Boston; Thursday evening, May
24th, " Art, a Divine Message, and
Beauty its Messenger," by Rev. F. H.
Allen of Auburn ; Wednesday evening,
June 6th, " Reminiscences of Agassiz,"
by Rev. Thomas Hill, D.D., of Portland; Thursday evening, June 7th,
'•Juan Fernandez," by Rev. Thomas
Hill, D.D., of Portland.

Following is the schedule of the
league games to be played by the nines
of the four Maine colleges:
S. May .'), Colby vs. M. S. C, at Orono.
8. " 5, Hates
" Bowdoin," Brunswick.
W. " !>, Colby
" Bates, " Waterville.
Th. " 10, M. s. C. " Bowdoin, " Orono.
8. " 12, Colby
" M. S. (J., " Waterville.
S. " 12, Bowdoin " Hates, " Lewlston.
I". " 18, M. s. C. " Bowdoin," Brunswick.

Commencement concert this year
promises to be something much above
the average Commencement concert.
Mile. Avigliaua, a soprano known in
the best operas and musical societies
of London and Paris has been engaged ; and the engagement has been
made because of special favor, she
having been a resident of Maine several years ago. Mile. Avigliaua will
be received in Lewiston with much
pleasure. The rich contralto voice of
Gertrude Edinands, which has been
very favorably criticised by English
critics as the best in America of her
age, will be heard. George J. Parker,
the unrivalled tenor, has been secured
to sing. Master Harry Peck, of Boston, nephew of C. A. White, of Boston, will play the violin. He is called
" the boy violinist," and plays with
wonderful accuracy and sweetness.

S.
"
W. "
8.
"
W. "
S. June
8.
"
S.
"

lit,
28,
20,
80,
2,
2,
9,

w. "

18, Bowdoin " M. s. c, " Bangor.

W. " 18,
s.
" it;,
S.
" 18,
8pauldlng
Rules.

M. 8. C.
Bowdoin
Hates
Colby
Bates
Bowdoin
Hates

"
"
••
"
"
"
"

Hates,
"
Colby,
"
Bowdoin,"
M. s. C, "
M S. C, "
Colby, "
Colby, "

Colby
" Hates,
"
Bowdoin " Colby, "
Hates
" M. S. C, "
ball. Spaulding Manual

Lewlston.
Waterville.
Waterville.
Bangor.
Orono.
Brunswick.
Lcwiston.
Brunswick.
Lewlston.
Waterville.
of League

The following course of lectures is
being delivered before the students:
Thursday evening, April 26th, " Lessons in Words," by Prof. T. H. Rich of
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Miss Gertrude Lufkin, of Boston, the
cornetist, and Mr. II. S. Murray, of
Portland, as accompanist, complete the
list of talent.

expenses, 8860 ; earnings, $660 ; intended profession, teaching.
B. M. Avery : Fitted at Nichols
\M\& School; age, '21 ; height, 5 feet

The first league game of the Maine
intercollegiate ' base-ball series was
played at Waterville, May 9th. Offl• i score
„„„„ i
ciQ.1
BATES.

10

. . . 6

0

o

0

2

£ i,lchcs 5 "fight, 17° Pou,uls I hat'
6f I PoH** Republican; expenses,
^800 i earnings, $600; intended profession, teaching.
E. F. Blanchard: Fitted at Farmingtou Normal School; age, 26 ; height,
G feet 2L inches; weight, 175 pounds;

0UnH.re!c'.f. '. '. '. I
Daggett! p. ... r>
Call, c
5

i
o
2

1 2 1 o
2 2 l 11
12 7 5

o
3
3

hat, 71; religions belief, Free Baptist;
politics, Republican; favorite author,
jjilton. expenses, $800; earnings,

Newman, r.f.

l

A.B. R. B.H. T.B.P.O. A. E.

Graves, 3b.

. . 4

o

3

a 2 2 2

Whitcoiiib, l.f. ..5111000
Day,8.8
3 l 0 0 8 5 J
Total . . . . 45 i) 9 12 33 2(> 12
COLBY.
A.B. u. B.H.T.B.P.O. A. E.
Polsifer, o. ... o l 2 2 11 0 4

Wagg.P

6 1 0 0 1 18 7

^,

intended

profession, ministry.

Miss I. F. Cobb : Fitted at Edward
Little High School; age, 23; height,
o feet 6 inches; weight, 130 pounds;
hat, 7s 5 religions belief, Congregatioiialist; favorite author, Irving ; intended profession, teaching.
fl

j

Crogg

.

Fitted

at

Foxoroft

(iibbs. l.f
0 2 114 0 0
Parsons, 2h. ... 3 o 1 2 3 l o Academy; age, 22; height, o feet 6
Gilmore, lb. ... 5 2 l l io 0 o inches; weight, 165 pounds; hat, 7-};
Roberts, c.f. and 2b. 5111110
belief, Univcrsalist; politics,
y .
l
Foster, r.f
5 0 12 10 1°
'
5111210 Democrat; favorite author, ShakesBft_w .ji,
King, ■•■
4 2 2 5 0 2 1 peare; expenses, $1,350; earnings,
McGnirc, c.f.. . . _3 JJ _0 _0 _0 J» _2 8500; intended profession, law.
Total .... 47 io 10 15 33 18 13
C. W. Cntts : Fitted at Nichols Latin
RUNS BY INNINGS.
School; age, 25 ; height, 5 feet 9
12 3 4 5 0 7 8 Dion
inches; weight, 170 pounds; hat, 7$;
„ «r
,n Daggett.
rv
♦* ,-6. Passed
»«.««, i
Struck out-ByWaag,
10;
balls—Pulsifer, 1; Call, 2. Wild pitchesWagg, 3; Earned runs—Bates, 2; Colby, 8.
Time of game-2 hours 86 minutes.

Republican
;' favorite author, Scott;
i
expenses, §1,000 ; earnings, $/UU ; intended profession, teaching.
Fitted at Nichols
w
g< Dmm :

SENIOR CLASS.
N. E. Adams : Fitted at Wilton
Academy ; age, 25 ; height, 5 feet 9
inches; weight, 140 pounds; hat, 7 ;
religions belief, Methodist; politics,
Republican ; favorite author, Milton ;

Latin School; age, 20 ; height, 5 feet
8 inches ; weight, 165 pounds ; hat, 7f ;
religions belief, Methodist; politics,
Republican, strong; favorite author,
Tennyson ; expenses, $800 ; earnings,
8600 ; intended profession, teaching.

STATISTICS OK
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Miss L. A. Frost: Fitted at Lewiston High School; age, 22 ; height, 5
feet 9 inches ; weight, 145 pounds ; hat,
1\; religions belief, Episcopalian;
favorite author, II. W. Beecher; intended profession, teaching.
F. S. Hamlet: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 23 ; height, 5 feet
11^inches; weight, 159 pounds; hat,
1\ ; religion, Home Baptist; politics,
straight Republican ; favorite author,
Longfellow ; expenses, $900 ; earnings,
$N00 ; intended profession, medicine.
H. Hatter : Fitted at Nichols Latin
School; age, 30; height 5 feet 7£
inches; weight, 185 pounds; hat, 7£;
religious belief, Free Baptist; politics,
straight Republican ; intended profession undecided; expenses, $1,100;
earnings, $1,100; favorite author,
Shakespeare.
II. W. Hopkins : Fitted at Hallowell
Classical Academy ; age, 24 ; height,
5 feet 7 inches; weight, 140; hat, 1\',
religious belief, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; favorite author,
Shakespeare ; expenses, $950 ; earnings, $500; intended profession, journalism.
Miss N. B. Jordan : Fitted at Lewiston High School; age, 22 ; height,
o feet 2 inches; weight, 112 pounds;
hat, 7 ; religious belief, Free Baptist;
favorite author, Hawthorne ; intended
profession, teaching.
J. II. Johnson : Fitted at Symonds
High School; age, 25 ; height, 5 feet
7 inches; weight, 130 pounds; hat,
7-^ ; religious belief, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; favorite author,
Meredith ; expenses, $800 ; earnings,
$050 ; intended profession, teaching.
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Miss F. M. Nowell: Fitted at Lewiston High School; age, 21 ; height, 5
feet 5 inches; weight, 115 pounds;
hat, (!|; religious belief, Free Baptist;
favorite author, Hawthorne ; intended
profession, medicine.
P. W. Oakes: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 27 ; height, 5 feet
111 inches; weight, 200 pounds ; hat,
71; religious belief, Free Baptist; politics, Republican ; favorite author, Emerson ; intended profession, ministry.
R. A. Parker: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 27 ; height, 5 feet
7 inches; weight, 105 pounds; hat, 7;
religious belief, Baptist; politics, Republican ; favorite author, Shakespeare; expenses, $1,200; earnings,
$950 ; intended profession, ministry.
Miss M. G-. Pinkham : Fitted at New
Hampton Institution ; age, 23 ; height,
5 feet 1£ inches; weight, 105 pounds;
hat, 7 ; religious belief, Free Baptist;
favorite author, Joseph Cook ; intended
profession, teaching.
W. L. Powers: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 2i>; height, 5 feet
9 inches; weight, 155 pounds; hat,
7| ; religious belief, Universalist; politics, Jim Blaine ; favorite author, Tennyson ; expenses, $1,000; earnings,
8G00; intended profession, engineering.

E. E. Sawyer: Fitted at Warner
(N. H.) Free High School; age, 26;
height, 5 feet 11 inches; weight, 155
pounds ; hat, 1\ ; religious belief, Free
Baptist; politics, Prohibition Republican ; favorite author, Burroughs ; expenses, $1,000; earnings, $800; intended profession, teaching.
C. C. Smith: Fitted at Lewiston
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High School; age, 2:5; height, 5 feet
11 inches; weight, 180 pounds; hat,
7J-; religious belief, Free Baptist; politics, 'Republican; expenses, 81,000;
earnings, $1,000; favorite author,
Washington Irving.
(J. W. Snow : Fitted at Nichols Latin
School; age, 22; height, -r> feet 91
inches; weight, 110 pounds; hat, 7J ;
religious belief. Free Baptist; politics,
Prohibition Republican : favorite author, Shakespeare : expenses, 81,000;
earnings, $886.50; intended profession,

ministry.
A. 1). Thomas: Fitted at Lewiston
High School; age, 2(1; height. 5 feet
i) inches; weight, 138 pounds; hat.
6$; religious belief, Episcopalian ; politics, Democrat; favorite author, Scott;
expenses, 8900 ; earnings, $.r>00.
F. W. Tibbetts: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 2:5; height, 5 feet
(I inches; weight, 125 pounds; hat,
7|; religious belief, Free Baptist; politics, Republican ; favorite author, ( arlyle; intended profession undecided.
B. W. Tinker: Fitted at Norwich
Free Academy ; age, 21; height, 5 feet
8.1, inches; weight, 158; hat. 7J; religious belief, Methodist; politics, Prohibitionist ; favorite author, Lytton;
expenses, 81,0.">0; earnings, $850.
A. C. Townsend : Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 28 ; height, 5 feet
10A inches; weight, 145; hat, 6$;
religious belief, Free Baptist; politics,
Republican; favorite author, Holmes ;
expenses, $7f)0; earnings, $750; intended profession, undecided.
C. L. Wallace: Fitted at New
Hampton ; age, 27; height, 6 feet;
weight, 1 GO; hat, 7-J-; religious belief,

Free Baptist; politics, Republican;
favorite author, Shakespeare ; expenses, $1,400; earnings, $800 ; intended
profession undecided.
P. A. Weeman: Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 25 ; height, 5 feet
8 inches; weight, 145 ; hat, 7 ; religious belief, Free Baptist; politics,
Republican ; favorite author, Scott;
expenses, $1,000; earnings, $f)00 ; intended profession, civil engineering.
S. II. Woodrow : Fitted at Nichols
Latin School; age, 2(i ; height. f» feet
11 inches; weight, 150; hat, 74; religious belief, Congregationalist; politics, Prohibition Republican ; favorite
author, Dickens; expenses, $1,250;
earnings, $1,300; intended profession,
ministry.
-♦-♦-•

PERSONALS.
[The STUDENT proposes to publish, (luring the
present year, a complete list of the alumni with
the residence and occupation of each in so far as
we are able to ascertain these facts. Wc earnestly
solicit the assistance of all to enable us t" make the
list as complete and satisfactory as could be wished.
If any mistake is found in the following list, please
notifv the editors.]
ALUMNI.

18G7.
Rev. Arthur Given, secretary of the Free
Baptist Benevolent Societies, Providence, R.
I.; residence in Auburn, R. I.
Rev. A. H. Heath, D.D., pastor of South
Congregational Church, New Bedford, Mass.
J. S. Parsons, engaged in extensive agricultural operations in Minnesota.
Professor J. H. Rand, professor of Mathematics in Bates College, Lewiston, Me.
Rev. G. S. Ricker, pastor of a Congregational
Church, Pierce City, Mo.
Hon. F. E. Sleeper, M.D., practicing medicine at Sahatisville, Me.
Rev. W. S. Stockbridge, principal of an
industrial school, Washington, D. C.
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Rev. H. F. Wood, pastor of a Free, Baptist
Church, Dover, N. H.

1868.
Prof. G. C. Chase, professor of Rhetoric and
EEnglish Language, Bates College, Lewiston,
Me.

G. C. Emery, master in Boston Latin School,
and teacher of Mathematics, Hoston, Mass.
Hon. T. O. Knowlton, Esq., practicing law
in New Boston, N. IT.
Hon. H. W. Littlefleld, fanner. Wells
Branch, Me.
Professor O. C. Wendell, assistant director
of Harvard Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.

1869.
Rev. W. II. Bolster, pastor of the Congregational Church, South Wcvniouth, Mass.
G. B. Files, principal of high school, Augusta, Me.
Miss M. W. Mitchell, principal of Young
Ladies' School, Boston, Mass.
Rev. L. C. Graves, pastor of Free Baptist
Church, Bowdoinham, Me.
C. A. Mooers, M.D., practicing medicine,
Lawrence, Mass.
Rev. G. A. Newhall, pastor of Methodist
Church, Washington, Me.
A. Small, cashier of Manufacturers' National Bank, Lewiston, Me.
IS 70.
J. Chase, deputy collector of customs, Cus.tom House, Portland, Me.
Rev. A. G. Chick, Baptist minister, Vcrmout

1). C. Durgin, principal of high school, Ashland, N. H.
Dr. I. Goddard, dentist, Auburn, Me.
I. W. Hanson, clerk of courts of Androseoggin County, Auburn, Me.
L. G. Jordan, principal of high school,
Lewiston, Me.
F. H. Morrell, principal of high school, IrvIngton, N. J.
E. A. Nash, clerk of corporation, Lewiston,
Me.
C. E. Raymond, teacher in Connecticut.
W. E. C. Rich, master in Dudley Grammar
School, Boston, Mass.
Hon. D. M. Small, Esq., practicing law at
Providence, R. I.
L. M. Webb, Esq., practicing law, Portland,
Me.
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1871.
J. T. Abbott, Esq., practicing law, Keene,
N. H.
G. W. Flint, principal of high school, ColIJ„,SVJ||C) Conn.
j N Ham, princi pal of high school, Lexington, Mass.
Hon. C. IT. Kersey, Esq., practicing law at
Keene, N. IL, in partnership with Abbott,
above" mentioned"
J. M. Libby, Esq., county attorney of Androscoggin County, Mechanic Falls, Me.
H. W. Lincoln; post-otlice address, Meredith
Village, N. II.
A. L. Marston, teacher.
1872.
Rev. F. W. Baldwin, pastor of First Congregational Church, Chelsea, Mass.
Rev. C. A. Bickford, editor of the Morniny
Star, Boston, Mass.
H. Blake, Esq., practicing law, Hallowell,
Me.
Professor J. S. Brown, professor of Chemistry in Doane College, Crete, Neb.
Hon. A. M. Garcelon, M.D., practicing medicine, Lewiston, Me.
G. E. Gay, principal of high school, Maiden,
Mass.
E. J. Goodwin, principal of Newton High
School, Newton Centre, Mass.
C. L. Hunt, superintendent of public schools,
liraintree, Mass.
J. A. Jones, civil engineer, Lewiston, Me.
E. F. Nason, contributor to current periodical literature, Augusta, Me.
Rev. F. II. Peckham, pastor of Free Baptist
Church, Bootl.bay, Me.
G H stockhridge, editor of the law departmentof the Electrical World, Puller's Buildjngj JJ, y.
j^' T.' G. wnderf pastor of Viee Baptist
Church, Belmont, N. H.
1873.
E. R. Angell, teacher; post-otlice address at
present, Deny, N. H.
J. H. Baker, principal of high school, Denver, Col.
Rev. C. H. Davis, pastor of Free Baptist
Church in California.
Charles Davis.
Professor I. C. Dennett, professor of Latin
in Colorado University, Boulder, Col.
Rev. Miss A. E. Haley, an evangelist; a
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preacher of the Christian Baptist Denomination.
N. W. Harris, Esq., Ph.D., practicing law,
and' register of Probate Court, Auburn, Me.
Freedom Hutchinson, Esq., practicing law,
23 Court Street, Boston, Mass.
SPECIAL ITEMS.

'67.—Rev. II. F. Wood has just completed the sixth year In his pastorate
at Dover, N. H. His church is in a
flourishing condition.
'72.—Baldwin will sail for Europe
on May 29th for a four-months' absence.
'73.—Professor Dennett is engaged
in preparing some elementary Latin
text-books.
'74.—Rogers has been appointed, by
the Governor of Maine, Judge of the
Municipal Court, Belfast, Me.
'75.—Spear is taking a trip West on
legal business.
'77.—Emerson is a member of the
Lewiston Board of Health.
'77.—A. G. Potter, M.D., has recently been re-elected as superintendent of schools, Lisbon, Me.
'78.—George, returned missionary
from India, preached in the Free Baptist Church, Lewiston, Sunday, May
6th.
'79.—Sargent has just opened the
"Bay State Teachers' Agency " at 36
Bromiield Street, Boston, in conjunction with Scott of '85.
'80.—Judkins has been re-elected
city solicitor of Lewiston.
'81.—Foss has been transferred from
the Maine Methodist Conference to the
Florida Conference on account of ill
health.
'81.—Gilkie has accepted a call to
the Richmond Free Baptist Church.

'81.—Rev. B. S. Ridcout will deliver
the memorial address at Norway, Me.
'81.—C. S. Haskell, who has been
teaching Latin and Greek in the high
school of Jersey City, N. J., has been
elected principal of the grammar school
in the same city at a salary of
$1,800.
'82.—F. L. Blanchard, as the Lewiston Journal says, " has done wonders
with the New Britain Herald since he
assumed the management.
He has
brought up the tone of the paper, increased its circulation, and has moved
it into shining new quarters."
'82.—Emmonds, M.D., is practicing
medicine at Richmond, Me.
'83.—Rev. O. L. Gile has resigned
his pastorate at Richmond and has accepted a call to Cape Elizabeth, Me.
'83.—Rev. W. II. Barber has been
appointed pastor of the Methodist
Church at North Augusta.
'86.—A. E. Blanchard has entered
a law office in Kansas City, Missouri.
'86.—Libby is engaged with the publishing house of Leach, Sherwall &
Sanborn, Boston, Mass.
'86.—Morton will deliver the address
before the alumni at the anniversaries at
the close of this month.
'86.—Miss Tracy is teaching at the
Topsham High School.
THEOLOGICAL.

'88.—Chad wick is teaching for a
short time at Pittsfield.
'88.—Bradeen is supplying at Dexter.
'88.—Whitman will supply at Sabatis for one year.
'89.—Paine is teaching Rhetoric in
the Latin School.
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STUDENTS.

'88.—Miss Minnie E. Wheeler, formerly of '88, is teaching at Stark,
N. H.
'89.—Libby has been teaching in
Foxcroft Academy.
'90.—Mainwaring, formerly of '90,
is in the Croyer Theological School at
Chester, Penn.
♦ ♦♦

POET'S CORNER.
SPUING.
As when a loving mother bends
And with a kiss her child awakes
So Earth aroused by gentle Spring
The semblance of new being takes.
W. L. N., '91.
BOATING SONG.
Oh, life is fair when the eyes are bright,
And the heart is strong, I trow ;
But day is followed by depths of night,
Then merrily heave, ye ho !
Oh, sweet is death when the hair turns gray,
And the pulse grows weak and slow ;
For night is followed by golden day,
Then merrily heave, ye ho !
— Yale Courant.
IM ABEND.
From a lovely grove's cool shadows,
Where a dainty rug is spread,
Made of softest moss and Mowers,
Fit for none but fairies' tread ;
Where the mellow rays of moonlight
Through the leafy lattice peep,
Tracing graceful dreamy figures
Where the shadows lie asleep—
Comes a magic invitation,
Gently born to mortal sense
By soft sighing forest zephyrs
Fraught with sylvan redolence.
" Come," each sleepy flower murmurs
Through the drowsy woodland hum ;
And the wakeful crickets chirping
Echo back in chorus, " Come."
— Williams Lit.
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A SERENADE.
Soft he thy slumbers, fair Leonore.
Sweet be thy dreams forevermore.
Like the bright jewels in golden bed,
So on thy pillow rests thy fair head.
Peacefully sleeping whom I adore,
Soft be thy slumbers, dear Leonore.
—Harvard Advocate.
OUR ALMA MATER.
Under the shades of the mountains,
And bright with the sheen of the sun,
Where the Freshman from its fountains,
Goes forth its long journey to run.
At the base of these hills it is nestled
On the sands of a long lost sea,
Where Tritons and Titans wrestled
For the old time's mastery.
Here reigneth our queenly mother,
The proudest of subjects are we,
On all the round globe not another
Hath half so much beauty as she.
—Amherst Student.
A SONG OF THE LAKES.
The night winddies in quivering sighs,
In yon lake depths one star is gleaming ;
From ivied wall dim shadows fall,
And there above my love is dreaming.
Sweet, clear, there breaks across the lakes
A wild hill song still fainting, failing,
Till fainter still the echoes thrill
And fairy voices die in wailing.

Far, far below, the plashing low
Of idle waves grows silent, sleeping.
Calm be thy breast and sweet thy rest,
For night and love the watch are keeping.
—Dartmouth.
THE HERMIT THRUSH.
Far, far away in evening's hush,
We caught a plaintive, liquid lay,—
The lonely, love lorn hermit thrush
That sang the vesper hymn of day.
The fragrant air was drunk with May,
And from the marsh's tangled brush,
Far, far away in evening's hush,
We caught a plaintive, liquid lay.
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The mist stole from the meadows lush
The day's glad chorus died away,
Save, half-unheard, the river's rush,
And, like the murmurs from its spray,
Far, far away in evening's hush,
Wo caught a plaintive, liquid lay.

—Dartmouth.
SONNET.
[ On a picture in the April f.ippincott.]
0 fair, sweet face, O shadowy, pictured dream,
O lovely vision from the lovely South,
Glad am I only o'er this page to dream.
Ah ! happy he who from that perfect mouth
Shall know warm kisses —in those tender
eyes
Under the drooping lashes, long and fine,
The gleam of that glad light that never dies
Shall catch. O sweetness sweeter far than
wine—
The honeyed wine of thine own sunny land,—
Only to see the beauty of thy face,
Only to feel the cool touch of thy hand,
Only to glimpse the glory of thy grace;
O pictured maiden, lowly at thy feet
We how, far-off, and whisper, Love is sweet.
— Williams Lit.
Listen to the soft breeze whispering,
Smiling joyous, light and free.
Fond Demeter is rejoicing
O'er her loved Persephone.
All the spring life is awaking,
Birds are singing, flowers bloom.
We can hear the soft sea ringing
With no lightest touch of gloom,
All the earth is robed in beauty,
Glad hearts quiver, filled with glee.
From the realm of death and sorrow
Comes the lost Persephone.
—Kent's Hill Breeze.
MEMORIES.
'Twae blooming May when I saw thee last;
And on the hills and in the vales
The bright and glorious hues of spring
Were budding into beauty; and as I passed
Thee, wandering by the river's side,
And viewed the landscape far and wide,
I saw the power of nature, felt its thrill:
The scene was lovely, but thou wast lovelier
still.
— Ex.
I had ventured a kiss,
Just au instant of bliss,

Made bold by the (lash of her eyes;
'Twas rashness, 'tis true,
And its peril I knew,
But a man never knows till ho trios.
Then I plead—lest it might
Her displeasure excite—
" Was it really a wrotig thing to do ? "
And she frowned as she said,
With a toss of her head,
" Yes, I'm sure it was wrong—save for
you."
—Yale Record.

EXCHANGES.
The noticeable feature of the exchange table for this month is the
presence of a large number of preparatory school magazines. Some of them
are issued yearly, some once or twice
each term, and some monthly. Many
of them exhibit the characteristic high
school verdancy, while a few are ably
edited publications and outrank some
of the college magazines. Among the
latter class the Kent's Hill Breeze is one
of the best and attests to the good
sense of the editors. Though many
of the pieces are of a moral or religious
nature, such as are hardly expected of
the school journal, yet they are uniformly good and doubtless meet the
approval of their readers.
The High School Annual. Lancaster,
Mass., is the best high school paper
that we have received. Of course it
has the advantage of those issued
oftener and ought to have something
good.
"To the May-Flower " is a pretty
poem of some merit, but the author fell
into the very common error of drawing
a moral at the expense of art. Amateur poets as a rule should never draw
morals or see visions, yet this is what
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they almost invariably do. The following is the first four stanzas of the poem
alluded to:
TO THE MAY-FLOWER.

Sweet May-flower! daughter of the spring,
Born of old winter's frown,
We ball theel peeping from thy bed
Of twigs and grasses brown.
What angel with her pure sweet lips,
Has kissed thy petals fair
And left them blushing? Whence has sprang,
Thy fragrance passing rare'.'
Did some sweet fairy, 'neath the snow,
Breathe on thee as thou lay
Waiting for spring to break thy chains,
And all thy (•harms display?
Did all the gods of olden times
In making thee, agree
That every thing most fair, most sweet,
Most lovely, thine should be?

The Pechh'e Chronicle appears in a
very pretty new cover.
Laying aside the preparatory to magazines, we turn to our old friend, the
Colby Echo. With this number Vol. XII.
is completed. We wish to congratulate
the editors upon their success. In all
our long list of exchanges very few of
the bi-monthlies excel the Echo in literary merit and as a general college
journal, and interpreter of college
spirit, none is superior. "The Shakespeare-Bacon Controversy," "Tolstoi,"
and " Need of a Party Issue," are pertinent subjects discussed in the literary
department of the number at hand.
Like ourselves the Echo sometimes
lacks artistic little lyrics which add
much to the attractiveness of a paper.
We clip the following from the Undergraduate :
The largest prize and greatest honor at Harvard is the " Bowdoin " prize for excellence in
English Composition.
Separate prizes are
awarded to "regulars" and students of the
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"Annex." All compositions must he handed
in sealed without the owner's name. By
chance this year the two sets of compositions
became mixed and when the best essay was
announced the " mark " was found to belong
to one of the "Annex" students. According to the bequest she could not receive it
and so must content herself with the modest
" Annex" prize of one-fourth the value.
Moral, be a man.

The Williams Literary Monthly has
some very good stories and sonic excellent poetry in the April issue. "Sartor Resartus" and " Hyperion/' is also
worthy of mention as a good comparison of Carlyle and Longfellow. We
clip a couplet:
ON AN OLD PROVERB.
Distance doth lend enchantment; thus we say
And straight forgetful of the proverb trite,
Our truant thought runs backward to the day
When Spanish student sang his roundelay
'Neath mullioned casement, in the summer
night.
Youth is romance's hey-day: weight of years
Has aged the world, you say; it is not true!
To us small sense of sweet romance appears
For very nearness. After flight of years,
Distance shall lend enchantment to the view.

INTERCOLLEGIATE GOSSIP.
The young ladies of Vassar will soon
have the opportunity of developing
their muscle in a new $20,000 gymnasium.
Harper & Brothers have placed copies of all their historical productions in
the Vassar library.
Amherst students recently held a
mock Republican convention.
Ex-President Hayes has been asked
to become President of Ohio State University.
Dr. Patton, president-elect of Princeton, is heartily in favor of college
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The mist stole from the meadows lush
The day's glad chorus died away,
Save, half-unheard, the river's rush,
And, like the murmurs from its spray,
Far, far away in evening's hush,
Wo caught a plaintive, liquid lay.

—Dartmouth.
SONNET.
[On a picture in Hie A]>riI fJppiiicnll.]
O fair, sweet face, 0 shadowy, pictured dream,
0 lovely vision from the lovely South,
(Had am I only o'er this page to dream.
Ah ! happy he who from that perfect mouth
Shall know warm kisses — in those tender

Made bold by the flash of her eyes;
'Twas rashness, 'tis true,
And its peril I knew,
But a man never knows till he tries.
Then I plead—lest it might
Her displeasure excite—
" Was it really a wrong thing to do ? ''
And she frowned as she said,
With a toss of her head,
" Yes, I'm sure it was wrong—save for
you."
—Yale Record.

EXCHANGES.

eyes

Under the drooping lashes, long and fine,
The gleam of that glad light that never dies
Shall catch. O sweetness sweeter far than
wine—
The honeyed wine of thine own sunny land,—
Only to see the beauty of thy face,
Only to feel the cool touch of thy hand,
Only to glimpse the glory of thy grace:
O pictured maiden, lowly at thy feet
We bow, far-off, and whisper, Love is sweot.
— Williams Lit.
Listen to the soft breeze whispering,
Smiling joyous, light and free.
Fond Demeter is rejoicing
O'er her loved Persephone.
All the spring life is awaking,
Birds arc singing, Mowers bloom.
We can hear the soft sea ringing
With no lightest touch of gloom,
All the earth is robed in beauty,
Glad hearts quiver, filled with gloe.
From the realm of death and sorrow
Comes the lost Persephone.
—Kent's Hill Breeze.
MEMORIES.
'Twas blooming May when I saw thee last;
And on the hills and in the vales
The bright and glorious hues of spring
Were budding into beauty; and as I passed
Thee, wandering by the river's side,
And viewed the landscape far and wide,
I saw the power of nature, felt its thrill:
The scene was lovely, but thou wast lovelier
still.
— Ex.

I had ventured a kiss,
Just an instant of bliss,

The noticeable feature of the exchange table for this month is the
presence of a large number of preparatory school magazines. Some of them
are issued yearly, some once or twice
each term, and some monthly. Many
of them exhibit the characteristic high
school verdancy, while a few are ably
edited publications and outrank some
of the college magazines. Among the
latter class the Kent's Hill Breeze is one
of the best and attests to the good
sense of the editors. Though many
of the pieces are of a moral or religious
nature, such as are hardly expected of
the school journal, yet they are uniformly good and doubtless meet the
approval of their readers.
The High School Annual. Lancaster,
Mass., is the best high school paper
that we have received. Of course it
has the advantage of those issued
ofteuer and ought to have something
good.
"To the Maj'-Flower " is a pretty
poem of some merit, but the author fell
into the very common error of drawing
a moral at the expense of art. Amateur poets as a rule should never draw
morals or see visions, yet this is what
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they almost invariably do. The following is the first four stanzas of the poem
alluded to :
TO THE MAT-FLOWER.
Sweet May-ilower! daughter of the spring,
Born of old winter's frown,
We hail thee! peeping from thy bed
Of twigs and grasses hrown.
What angel with her pare sweet lips,
Has kissed thy petals fair
And left them blushing? Whence has sprung,
Thy fragrance passing rare".'
Did some sweet fairy, 'neath the snow,
Breathe on thee as thou lay
Waiting for spring to break thy chains,
And all thy charms display ?
Did all the gods of olden times
In making thee, agree
That every thing most fair, most sweet,
Most lovely, thine should he?

The Peddle Chronicle appears in a
very pretty new cover.
Laying aside the preparatory to magazines, we turn to our old friend, the
Colby Echo. With this number Vol. XII.
is completed. We wish to congratulate
the editors upon their success. In all
our long list of exchanges very few of
the bi-monthlies excel the Echo in literary merit and as a general college
journal, and interpreter of college
spirit, none is superior. "The Shakespeare-Bacon Controversy," " Tolstoi,"
and " Need of a Party Issue," are pertinent subjects discussed in the literary
department of the number at hand.
Like ourselves the Echo sometimes
lacks artistic little lyrics which add
much to the attractiveness of a paper.
We clip the following from the Undergraduate :
The largest prize and greatest honor at Harvard is the " Bowdoin" prize for excellence in
English Composition.
Separate prizes are
awarded to "regulars" and students of the
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"Annex." All compositions must he handed
in sealed without the owner's name. By
chance this year the two sets of compositions
heeanie mixed and when the hest essay was
announced the " mark " was found to belong
to one of the "Annex" students. According to the hcquest she could not receive it
and so must content herself with the modest
" Annex" prize of one-fourth the value.
Moral, he a man.

The Williams Literary Monthly has
some very good stories and some excellent poetry in the April issue. " Sartor Kesartus" and " Hyperion," is also
worthy of mention as a good comparison of Carlyle and Longfellow. We
clip a couplet:
ON AN OLD PBOVEBB.

Distance doth lend enchantment; thus we say
And straight forgetful of the proverh trite,
Our truant thought runs backward to the day
When Spanish student sang his roundelay
'Neath mullioned casement, in the summer
night.
Youth is romance's hey-day: weight of years
Has aged the world, you say; it is not true!
To us small sense of sweet romance appears
For very nearness. After flight of years,
Distance shall lend enchantment to the view.
■ ♦♦-♦-

INTERCOLLEGIATE GOSSIP.
The young ladies of Vassar will soon
have the opportunity of developing
their muscle in a new $20,000 gymnasium.
Harper & Brothers have placed copies of all their historical productions in
the Vassar library.
Amherst students recently held a
mock Republican convention.
Ex-President Hayes has been asked
to become President of Ohio State University.
Dr. Patton, president-elect of Princeton, is heartily in favor of college
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sports.
He recently prepared, at his
own expense, four tennis courts for the
use of the Theological students.
The athletics at Moody's School at
Northfield this summer will he in
charge of Stagg of Yale.
The new fire-proof library at Syracuse will accommodate 150,000 volumes.
Dr. Phillips Brooks will he the Y.
M. C. A. speaker at the Williams Commencement.
Johns Hopkins University has a
"Tramp Club." No person can hecome a member until he has walked
thirty miles in one day witli some
member of the club.
Wellesley has 020 students ; Vassar,
283; Smith, 3G7 ; Byrn-Mawr, 79.
These are the four largest ladies' colleges.
" Prof. G. Stanley Hall has accepted
the presidency of Clark University at
Worcester, Mass.," says an exchange.
Euphrates College at Ilarpoot, Turkey has 300 students, 87 of these arc in
the classical department. Rev. Mr.
Wheeler formerly of Warren, Me., is
president.
About half the colleges in the United
States publish papers.
The Notre
Dame Scholastic has a larger circulation
thananyother college paper, 1,250 each
issue. The Dartmouth comes next with
a circulation of 1,150.— University
News.
A perfect recitation is called " teat"
at Princeton, "squirt" at Harvard,
"sail" at Bowdoin, "rake" at Williams, "cold lush" at Amherst, and a
" score" at Bates.
Stagg of Yale is constantly receiving

flattering proposals to sign with professional teams. The New York league
recently offered him $5,000 for the season's work.
There are over eighty post-graduate
courses at Yale.
Almost one-half of the graduates of
Yale are still living.
Cornell students are very angry because the police have forbidden them
to give the college yell in the streets of
Ithaca.
The Newton Theological Seminary,
founded in 1825. has sixty-one students, of whom eight are in the Senior
class, eighteen in the Middle class,
twenty-three are in the Junior class,
and twelve are not in the regular course.
Of the Seniors, two are from Brown
University, one of Harvard, one of Cornell, and two of Colby.—Ex.
Ex-Gov. Leland Stanford, who gives
820.000,000 to found a university in
California, thus expresses himself about
it: "It will be built with a sole regard
to the poor. No rich man's son or
daughter will want to go there. The
houses for the comfort and convenience
of my guests will be plain but substantial, and due regard will be had to
every want of the pupils, but nothing
ornate or grand will be allowed. This
institution will absorb my wealth and
be a monument to the memory of my
son. The poor alone will be welcome ;
it will not be built for the rich."—
Pennsylvania College Monthly.
-»♦-♦

Teacher—"Tommy, what is the
greatestempire in the world ? " Tommy
—(who is captain of a base-ball nine)
"Eergusou, he's the greatest empire."
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Your Kate Pennoyer
Lives four doors below here."

Cupid, little wretch, is blind;
And tho' his darts are sighs and krs,
When he shoots at pretty maids
He's forever making Mrs.
— Transcript.

As the last words died on the frosty
air, the singers gathered up like Arabs
and as silently stole away.—Musical
Record.

A miss is as good as a mile,
A kiss is as good as a smile,
But four painted kings
Are tho beautiful things
That are good for the other man's pile.
—Hallowp.ll Classical.

Fizz-icians—Fire crackers. A big
dent — President.
A boy-cott — A
trundle-bed.

CHAHITY.
A student to his father sent
His third-term Freshman bill ;
The statement of the money spent
A page or more did fill,
And as the pater cast his eye
O'er items great and small,
He chanced a little one to spy
Mixed in among them all.
'Twos this : " For charity I gave
Of dollars fifty-four,"
At this his father's face was grave,
And looks of sorrow bore ;
Till down he sat and wrote, wrote ho,
With face suffused with grins,
" I greatly fear that ' charity'
Doth cover many sins."
—Lafayette.

About ten years ago the Aniherst
Serenaders were to disturb the slumbers of pretty Kate, a stage singer.
In her honor they struck up "Sweet
Evelina," using the words—
" Dear Kate Pennoyer,
Sweet Kate Pennoyer,
Our love for thee
Shall never, never die."

After singing the entire song the
boys waited a moment for a response
to their serenade. Slowly a windowwas raised, a man with long whiskers
and clad in robes of white was seen, and
then a bass solo was wafted down to
the collegians :
" Dear boys below there,
Sweet boys below there,

Irate Prof.—" How dare you swear
before me, sir? " Student—" How did
I knovvyou wanted to swear first."—Ex.
Requisites for ball players—" Eyes
open and mouth shut." "Couldn't these
apply outside the diamond? "
A pupil in one of the schools of this
city complied recently as follows with
a request to write a composition on the
subject of a physiological lecture; to
which the school had just listened:
The human body is made up of the
head, thorax, and the abdomen. The
head contains the brains when there is
any. The thorax contains the heart
and the lungs. The abdomen contains
the bowels, of which there are five, A,
E, I, O, U, and sometimes W and Y."
—Star.
The Indian who was so much pleased
with the first locomotive he had ever
seen, that he tried to lasso it, afterwards told another Indian that he was
never so carried away with anything
before in all his life.—Journal of Education.
Three perfected dudes, accompanied
by three accomplished belles, occupied
six chairs in the orchestra of Daly's
Theatre a few nights ago. Their conversation previous to the rising of the
curtain was such as to convince a
hearer that they were of the most cult-
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ured society.
They discussed the
opera like accomplished musical amateurs. They argued about the respective merits of J. Frank Currier and T.
Addison Richards in a way that
showed how well they knew the difference between the " hard" school and the
"impressionists." They made telling
remarks about the intricacies of the
Yale-Harvard foot-ball game.
Any
one could sec with half an eye that the
men were graduates of Harvard. Just
after the curtain descended at the close
of the first act one of the ladies caught
sight of the embroidered motto in its
center. Turning to the gentleman next
to her, she said: " What does that
mean? It's Latin is it not? " The gentleman adjusted his single eye-glass and
carefully read the line : " Palmam qui
meruitferat." " By Jove, you know,"
he remarked, "I'm dreadfully rusty in
my Latin. Say, Charlie, can you translate that rubbish?" The man addressed
took a long look at it and then said :
" I could if I had a dictionary here,
don't you know ; but I can't remember
what any of those words mean except
qui—that means 'who'or 'which' or
'what.'' The third man was called
upon, and, after a few moments of
study, he said : " Well, now, it's funny,
but I can't seem to remember all of the
words myself.
Palmam means ' a
palm," and feral means 'he makes.'
" He who makes a palm," murmured
the first gentleman. "Don't seem to
be much sense in that, does there?"
"No, by Jove," said the second man.
"I don't believe it is classical Latin.
It must be a quotation from one of those
idiotic old mediaeval fathers." "Per-

haps I can help you," remarked the
youngest of the three ladies, who had
not before spoken. " I think it means,
' Let him take the cake who deserves
it."' The three men looked puzzled
for a moment and then burst out laughing. "Ha! ha! deucedly clever!
You're always so witty, j'ou know."
The Junior motto: "Qui non profait, deficit," was recently translated
by a Freshman," He who does not brace
up gets left."
The Business Manager of one of our
exchanges recently received the following note with one of his remittances :
" Lest some policeman westward flee
To grab me by the collar,
I forward yon immediately
The necessary dollar."

A Harvard professor has made the
calculation that if men were really as
big as they sometimes feel, there would
be room in the United States for only
two professors, three lawyers, two doctors, and a reporter on a University
of Pennsylvania paper.
A short time ago a gentleman took
his little son on a railroad excursion.
The little fellow looked out of the window, when his father slipped the hat off
the boy's head. The latter was much
grieved at his supposed loss, when his
papa consoled him by saying he would
"whistle it back." A few minutes
later he whistled and the hat reappeared. Not long after the little lad
flung the hat out of the window, shouting: "Now, papa, whistle it back
again !" A roar of laughter served to
enhance the confusion of papa.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Crayon Artist and Photographer,
As lie is now situated in his

NEW STUDIO, SANDS BUILDING,
Has facilities for all kinds of Photographic Work,
which are unrivaled in the State. We make a specialty of large work, such as fiROUPS,
LIFE-SIZE HEADS, and LARGE FULL-LENGTH PHOTOGRAPHS, which with our
large camera and superior light we execute in the highest perfection of the art. Full line of
samples on exhibition at our studio. Prices low.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.

CALL AND SEE US.

= F. E. STANLEY.

Strictly Pure Confectionery, Made Fresh Every Day,
EXCEPT

STJlsruA VS,

AT

'.THE

BROADWAY CANDY WORKS,
Knmi Hie Boat Granulated Sugar. Price, 10 to 40 cents Per Pound. M. E.
K. \v. Bodgkins, Candy Refiner.

No. 223 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.

GOBS,

chief clerk,

S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, 4c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets, Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

WM. A. ROBINSON, Apothecary,
A.TJBTJ HN,

Robie's Shirt Store
IS llKADQt'AUTKKS 1-OU

Carries a full Stock of TOILET GOOD8, RAZORS,
PERFUMERIES, SOAPS, .vc

Chemical and Laboratory Supplies a Specialty.

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, Neckwear,

Call and see him.

Boxing Gloves, Dumb-Bells, and Indian Clubs,
at Manufacturers' Prices.

A. A. SHOREY'S

49-SHIBT PATTERNS CUT TO MKASUHE..JW

HAIR DRESSING I BATH ROOMS
Music Hall, Lewiston, Me.
N.B.—Bath Rooms open Sunday from 10 to 1 o'clock.

GEORGE R. PAGE,

FINE MILLINERY,
27 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

TEACHERS
WANTED! S&jSSttS
bex for Music, also Art and specialties. Send stamp

for application form and circulars of Information to

National School Supply Bureau,

Mention this paper;

CHICAGO, 111.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

CO RDOVAN

Is the very !>est stock for fonts' Fine Shoes. Those manufactured bgp II. S. & II. excel all others. They are Doer, fit
better, more comfortable, and will wear

Better Thau Any Calf Shoe.

A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

NEW AND SECOND-HAND STOVES,
Custom Tin-Ware, Granite Iron-War.',Table and Pocket
Cutlery, and General Hardware, may be
(bund at Lowest Cash Prices, at

Kvery one who has ever worn a pair will testify to the above
fact. Try a pair. A full stock in all widths.

T. L. Pratfs, 183 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

J. F. ATVVOOD, Corner Court and Main Streets, Auburn.

GIVE HIM A CAM..

GEO. E. WILLS,

New York Shoe Store,

1IKAI.KII IN

FINE WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY,
Etc.

Special pains taken In Ordering fronds not in stock
for customers. Repairing neatly done.

No. 84 Court Street

211 LISBON STREET. LEWISTON.
Ladies' and Gents' Hand-Sewed Boots a specialty. Alligator
Hoots for Men's Wear, in Lace and Congress, and all
other goods usually kept in a first-class shoe store.

C. H. SMITH, Manager.

AUBURN.

A. L. GRANT,
Manufacturer of Pure

II. DBE88BB.

v.. W. nilKNSKR.

R. DRESSER & CO.,
DBALER8 IN

CONFECTIONERY,

Meats, Groceries, and Provisions,

160 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON.

181 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON.

SAMPLES AND DAMAGED SHOES

FOR TRUNKS. BAGS, VALISES,

For sale CHEAP by

GAY, WOODMAN & CO.,
LOWER MAIN STREET, LEWISTON.

O. A. NORTON,

Coal, Wood, and Hay,
'■'■'. Ash St, and in Grand Trunk Yard,
LEWISTON, MAINE.
asp-Orders by Mail anil Telephone promptly filled.

HASKELL & REYNOLDS,
BOOKSELLPJRS,
Y. M. 0. A. Block, AUBURN.

HOOKS, ROOKS, ROOKS, ROOKS, ROOKS! We sell
all Books, Stationery,and Goods usually kept in bookstores,
as low as any linn, anywhere. We receive subscriptions
for all pa|>ers and magazines. We order books from all
publishers. No. 55 Court Street, Auburn.
J. C. HAKKKI.I..

N. B. BRTNOI.DS.

* a a * PIS IEI. * * a •
The l>est quality and all kinds of

Fresh and-Salt Fish, Oysters,
LORSTERS, and CLAMS can be had at

H. MASSIE'S, 36 ASH STREET,
Opposite Merchants Express.

HARNESSES, WHIPS, ROUES, AND
HORSE

BLANKETS,

Go to Chas. W. Covell's, 213 Main St.
LEWISTON, MAINE.

EXCHANGE HOTEL,
R. YOUNG, Proprietor.
Centrally located near all stores and depots; near headquarter* of Horse Railroad.

CHAPEL ST., NEAR MAIN i LISBON STS . LEWISTON.

Say what you will, do what you choose,
But go to MOODY'S to buy your Shoes.
W. F.

MOODY,

No. :* Phtcnix Block, Main Street, opp. Post Office, AUBURN.

DANIEL DUNCAN,
DKAI.ICli

IN

FRUIT, NUTS, CONFECTIONERY, ETC.
GIVE US A CALL.
No. 25 Court Street, AUBURN.

B USINESN DIRECTOR Y.

BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV.

OREN 15. CHENEY, I).I).,

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
President.

REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

Professor of Modern Languages.

REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, I>.!>.,

Prof. Of Ecclesiastical IIistnry and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

Professor of Systematic Theology and Homilctics.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

Professor of Khetorie and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Psychology and Bxegetlcal Theology.

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,

Professor Of Hebrew.

JOHN II. RAND, A.M.,

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

REV. THOMAS HILL, D.D.,

Professor of Mathematics.

EDWARD R. CHADWICK,

Lecturer on BthiOS.

Instructor of English Literature and BloCUtlon.

OLA SSI GA L DEPA R TMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: —
LATIN : In nine books of Virgil's .Uneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
Latin Prose Composition, ami iii llaikuess' Latin Grammar. GREEK : In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books
of Homer's Iliad, and in Hadley's Greek Gramniar. MATIIKMATICS: In Looinis' or Grcenleaf's Arithmetic, in Wentwnrth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH : In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will lie examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously pursued
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the lirst day of the Kail Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country U eminently adapted to
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income ol
thirteen scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their excuses otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation duly 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and CO give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they arc members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who arc not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JUNE 28,1888.
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LIVERY, BOARD, AND FEED STABLE.
Carriages Furnished for Funerals
and Private Parties.
All orders promptly attended to.

LEWISTON, ME.

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, MA* Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
Wf have always on liiinil a very bugt and choice selection of Foreifrn and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, awl guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had in Maine
0= A full line of Fine Custom Ready-Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto: Quick Sides at Small Profits.
No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building. Lewi-,ton. Maine.

IOSEPH #>l LLOTT'S
* STEEL** PENS. (
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,
Successore to

BEAN

ft

mS

K L Day,

STETSON,

Dealers • in ■ Stoves, • Ranges, • Furnaces,
Ami Ventilators, Tin. Iron, and Copper Ware, Zinc,
Lead Pipe, Sheel Lead, fto. Tin, iron, and Copper
Work to order. OS LISBON STREET.

Fine Boots and Shoes.

WALKER BROTHERS,

DRS.N.WOODBURY& SON

Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters

DENTISTS,

Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.

BOOmt it and 7, IMlslmry Bloek, I.ewiHtoii.

JORDAN, FROST & CO.,

DR. EMERY BAILEY,

Eastern, Western, and Southern

Lumber, Mouldings, Gutters, and Brackets.

DENTIST,

Planing Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Canal.
LEWISTON, ME.

No. 3 1-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.

WM. JORDAN.

A. B. FROST.

Gas administered to extract Teeth.

F.M.JORDAN.

Students' Patronage Respectfully Solicited.

WHITTUM & FARRAR,

PHIL P. GETCHELL,

(Successors to Jordan ft Whittum,)

FASHIONABLE HATTER,
110 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

Dry Coods, Trimmings, Etc.
97

LISBON ST.,

2

PILSBUBV BLOCK, LKWISTON.

W. 11. WHITTUM.

C. D. FAHKAK.
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NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor
of LYMAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes which they have the
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more
advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.

-\

BOAR/) OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY F. FRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAL
Teacher of Latin and Greek.
CLARENCE <>. WILLIAMS, A.M
Teacher of Mathematics.
EDWARD R. CIIADWICK. A.B
Teacher of Elocution and Rhetoric.
L. G. ROBERTS
Assistant in Latin.
W. F. TIBBETTS
Teacher of Ancient History and Geography.
A. 0. TOWNSEND
Assistant in Mathematics.
For further particulars send for Catalogue.
j p FRISBEE) Principal.

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.

I

WALTER B. BANGER, A.M.. PRINCIPAL,
Teacher of Latin, Political Science, Menial anil
Moral Science. JASON T. DRAPER, AB.,Teacher of Natural Science and Mathematics. HENRY
B. BACON, Teacher of Elocution; W.L. BUNKER,
Teacher of Book-keeping, Banking, and Penmanshin; Miss LIZZIE WHITE, PBECBPTBB88,
Teacher of French, German, and English. Miss
CLARA L. HAM, A.B., Teacher of Latin and
Greek. Miss MABEL C. BEMJ8, Teacher of Music. Miss BEULAII STRONG, Teacher of Painting and Drawing. Mits. R. 11. IIARVF.V, Matron .
For both sexes. Young Ladies' Classical Course,
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and

ElocutionCharacter of instruction unsurpassed by any similar institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGES AND SCIENCE. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY, adapted to wants
of students. A rare CABINET, probably unequaled
by any similar institution in Northern New England. Chemical LABORATORY for individual experimenting. A pleasant READING-ROOM, containing a large number of the best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam heat. Delightfully
located. Summer home of N. E. Conservatory of
Music, for 1885.
I. W. SANBORN. Sec'y andTrcas.,
LYNDONVILI.K, VT.

LEBANON ACADEMY.

Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Schools
or the best Colleges.
\V. C. BUCK, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars, address the Principal,
or ELIHC HAYES, Sec'y Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College Course.
Address, REV. A. B. MESERVEY, A.M.,
Principal.

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The best
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, at Waterbury Centre.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,
Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
J. H. PARSONS, A.M., Principal.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Lewiston Monumental Works.

1ST EW ao O D s.

Manufacturers of Monumental Tablets, etc. Estimates furnished tor Cemetery and Building Work,
from Light, Dark, and lied Granite, American or
Italian Marble.
12 .IIKI 14 liates Street, Lewiston, Maine.

ALLEN & CO.,

JOHN P. MURPHY, Manager.

£# Cornish & Co.,

MUSIC

(Successors to R. F. Foss,)

PRACTICAL TAILORS,
Court Street, AUBURN, ME.
C. F. CORNISH, (UTTER.
FOR NOBBY STYLES, CALL ON

T. H. Twombly & Co.,
CUSTOM

THE CLOTHIERS,

TAILORS,

Opp. Y. M. C. A. Block, Court St., Auburn.
GFO. H. COBB, ClHTBB.

Ezra H. White, DM,,

HALL

BLOCK,

Will open about April 1st with a large
stock of Spring Goods,

Men's, Youths', and Boys' Clothing
IN ALL GRADES AND PRICES.
ALSO A FULL LINE OF

CHILDREN'S

CLOTHING

And in fact everything that goes to make up a
First-Class Clothing and Cents' Furnishing Goods 8lore.

ALLEN & CO., THE CLOTHIERS,
Music Hull Block, Lewiston.

DENTAL ROOMS,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

No. l LYCEUM BLOCK,

On and After October 24, 1887,

Lisbon Street,

-

-

Lewiston, Maine.

NEW* DINING* ROOMS,
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,

I). F. LONG, ....

PROPRIETOR.

Meals ut all hours. The Beat of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. OATIBINQ TOR PABTICS A SPECIALTY. The
bMt place hi the city to get B Nice Oyster Stew.
|>UY YOUK

.'.

Books, Stationery, and
Periodicals
FERNALD'S BOOKSTORE,
— AT —

UNDER

MU8IO

H A :T_, H. _

WOOD, ROBINSON & QO.
JOBBERS OF

PAPER AND TWINE.
Special sizes made to order. State Agents for the Hano Manifold
letter Hook. Writes und copies at the same time.

101 Main Street

Auburn, Maine.

Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Upper Station.
7.30 A.M., forWitlerville.Skow began, and Banger.
7.86 A.M., for Portland, Boston, Montreal, and
points reached via Portland Ac Ogdensluirg K. It.
il.io A.M., for Portland and Boston.
2.19 P.M., for YViulhrop, Watcrville, Skowhcgan,

Farinington, Bangor, Ellsworth, Aroostook County,
and st. John.

4.30 P.M., for Portland and Boston.
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Lower Station.
6.45 A.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Kockland, Augusta, Portland, and Boston.
8.1") A.M. (Mixed) for Farinington.
10.80 A.M., for Bath, Portland, and Boston.
2.30 P.M., for Farinington.
5.10 P.M., lor Brunswick, Bath, Augusta; and
for Watcrville (Saturdays only).
11.30 P.M. (every night), for Brunswick, Bangor,
Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, St. John, and Boston; and for Bath (Saturday night only). Does not
run beyond Bangor, Sundays.

JOHN B. SMITH & CO.,

Practical Pipers and Plumbers,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Boiler Tuttes,
Wrought Iron Pipe. Fittings, Valves, etc.
Lead Pipe and Plumbing Material.
40 Lower Main Street, . . Lewiston, Me.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

PERFECTION • •
• PERSONIFIED.
HOW TO WRITE WITHOUT A PENCIL!
USE THE CELEBRATED

PAUL E. WIRT FOUNTAIN PEN.
Durable,

Neat,

Perfect in Action.
This Ten can he conveniently carried in (he vest
pocket, and will write from 3000 to8000 words without refilling.

LUXURY FOR THE MILLION!
Lawyers, Physician*, Clergymen, Students,
Professional Men, and Header*
generally, delimited with

Moore's Reading Desk.
Prof. STANLEY, of Bates College, says: "Just the
thing for our Greek and Latin classes."
LEONARD O. SHORT, of Lorinp, Short & Harmon,
says: "The host thing for what it was Intended that
l ever saw."
Rev. K. 8. STAOKPOLB, of Deering, says: " Every
Student should have one," and adds, " had 1 one of
Moore's Book Supports in my college days I should
have saved many times its cost In wear and tear of
hooks."
Students, Physicians, Lawyers, Clergymen,
and other Professional Men, and also
Farmers and Mechanics, will have them.
PRICES:

Fourteen-inch Holders, line llnish
$4.00
Slxteen-lnch Holders, extra polish
5.00
State and County Iliyhls for sale.
B. F. STRICKLAND, Sole Proprietor,
133 4 135 Oxford Street, POBTLAND, MX
A TTKNTION, ALUMNI !

Catalogues Wanted:
Maine State Seminary, 1R57 and 1858; Bates College,
1868 and 1866. Also, "Bates Student," November,
1878
C. II. SWAN, JR.,
25 Wabon Street, BOSTON, MASS.

No Live Student or Business Man
Can Afford to be Without It.
Sent, with a year's subscription to the STUDENT,
for $:t.OO. Pen, without the STUDENT, S3.50, net.
Address
BISINKSS MANAGES OK STUDENT,
BATES COLLEGE, LBWISTON, MB.

ISAAC GODDARD,
(Successor to Dr. M. 11.

I'KKBLK,)

".'■:. :t'v Phcenix Block, Auburn, Maine.

A

SPECIALTY MADE
OF —

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

PRINTING
AT THE

LEWISTON JOURNAL OFFICE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

HIGH STREET LAUNDRY
AUBURN, MAINE.
NATHANIEL DAVIS
B3P" Office: A. S. WOODMAN, Room 4!>, P. H. «^fl
All Work Neatly Bad Promptly Done.

Proprietor.

REPAIRING Neatly Done, if desired.

HEATH & TAINTER,
DEALERS IN

Loring, Short <& Harmon,

Pianos, Organs, Violins, Guitars,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BANJOS, HAND INSTRUMENTS, ACCORDIONS,
HARMONICAS, AND ALL KINDS
OF MUSICAL UOODS,

Books,

BLANK

ALSO, AT-X. KINDS OF
DEALERS IN

SEWING + MACHINES.
HOUSEHOLD and DOMESTIC a specialty. Machine
Finding*, Oil, Needles, and everything in repairs.

171 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.

STATIONERY,
WALL PAPERS,

BIOM OK <;oi,l> MACHINE.

LAW BOOKS,

R. C. PINGREE & CO.,

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

136 Main Street,

PORT LAN D.

PLANING MILL
AND ALL KINDS OF

WOOD

WORKING.

Indian Clubs turned to order.

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,
No. 141 Main Street.
JOSEPH LEBLANC, . . .

PROPRIETOR.

Clothing Cleansed, Dyed, and Repaired.

DOUGLASS & COOK,
Books,

Stationery,

Paper

Hangings,

WINDOW SHADES, PICTURES AND FRAMES,
188 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.
ffg" Frames made to order.

DOYLE BROTHERS,

Lewiston Five Cent Store,
32-38 Lisbon Street.
Crockery, Glass Ware, Tin Ware, Toys, Notions, etc.
Wholesale and Retail.
.1. DO Y I.E.
p. If. DOYLE.

•V .^Vtf wish to say just a word, and that of
[£/ '""' ""'"■ acmrd, in praise of the office
' -%§?• where the Echo has alioays been printed.
We doubt if there is another office in the country
which does more college work than is done at
the Lewiston Journal Office. Patronized by
four colleges, and some half a dozen academies
they are thoroughly acquainted with the requirements of college work. We could easily
pick out a number of exchanges, each of which
would contain more typographical errors than
do our proof-sheets. A disposition to accommodate has ever been manifested, and we wish thus
to express our appreciation of it.—COLBY ECHO.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Horsfords
ACID PHOSPHATE,
( LIQUID,)

I

A Preparation of the Phosphates that is Readily Assimilated by the System.
ESPECIALLY RECOMMRNDKD FOB

ipppija

«

i PlTOlCll

I'Mi

I

Indigestion, Headache, Nervousness,
Wakefulness, Impaired Vitality,
ETC.
L'KKSCKIITEO ANI> ENDORSED BY PHYSICIAN'S OF ALL SCHOOLS,
IT COMBINES WELL WITH .SUCH STIMULANTS AS ABE NECESSAKY TO TAKE.

It makes a Delicious Drink with Water and
Sugar only.
For sale by all druggists.

Pamphlet sent, post-paid, on application.

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, Providence, R. I.

fi^Beware of Imitations. ^©$r

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

you Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers
AT C O. MORRELL'S.
If yon wish to pet lust what you pay for ami the most you can for vour money, please Call and Examine
My Stock, which has been largely improved within the last year. P. EMEMHEK Tin: PLACE,

CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS, LEWISTON, ME.
BION- inn BLACK BOOT.

W#E. Lane... Apothecary,
BRADFORD, CONANT i CO.,

Lately removed to the store formerly
occupied by 11. W. Barbour.

199 and 201 Lisbon Street,

No. 263 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

LEWISTON,

MAINE.

H. B. Skinner,

Before placing ordan lor anything in the line <>f

.Manufacturer of

Furniture,
Carpets, or
Draperies,

Bobbins, Spools, and Skewers,

("all on us, or write for prices. Our stock is always
complete. Terms: ('ash, or Installment Plan.

And Barn-Ball Bats. Also. Pitted Hard Wood.
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
LEWISTON,

MAINE.

£# & M. S. Millett,
DEALERS IN

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me,

If You Want to Buy
THE BEST GRADE OF COAL,
Low, FOB CASH, CALL ON

J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street.

Turner & Smith,

WAkefield Brothers,
DEALERS IN

Drugs, Medicines, and Chemicals,
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes,
Perfumery, etc. Physicians' Prescriptions carefully com*
pounded, and orders answered with care and dispatch.

114 Lisbon Street,

Cake for Parties and Weddings a specialty.
Plain and Ornamental roosting
at Short Notice.

Dr. D. B. Strout,

- Lewiston, Maine.

I M PORTANT !
If you want good

BAKERS,
203 Main St., and 328 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

-

TEA, COFFEE, FLOUR
Or anything else
or if you intend
Europe), or are
friends, be sure

usually kept in a first-class Grocery Store,
to visit any part of the world (especially
sending for friends or sending money to
and call on

DENTIST,

JOHN GARNER,

Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, Over
Abbott's Drug Store.

Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Fleischmann & Co.'s
Compressed Yeast, Passenger and Exchange Agent,

Every branch of Dentistry attended to. A BEAUSET OF 1'EHMANENT TEETH FOB $10.

TIFUL

PARK STREET, 213

LEWISTON.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
THE ATTENTION
OF

SJQ3VTCV,
THE LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 514 Congress Street,

PORTLAND, - - MAINE.
Special Prices for Bates College Work.
ELEGANCE

IN

PORTRAIT • PHOTOGRAPHY
Is claimed to be the feature at this Studio.

i

OQf3

E. HARLOWS,

Where a large slock and variety is always on hand.

A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street.

NEW

Is called to the following list of

SUCCESSFUL BOOKS:
Apgar's Plant Analysis,
Bryant A: Stratton's Book-Keeping,
Cooley's Physios,
Cooley's Chemistries,

Gray's Botanies*
Fisher's Outlines History,
Robinson's Mathematics,
Swinton's Readers,
Swinton's Geographies,
Webster's Dietionarics,
Etc., Ete., Etc.
PUBLISHED BY

IVISON, BLAKEMAN & CO.
NEW YORK.

BOSTON.

CHICAGO.

Jure Handled
GO TO

^L.

TEACHERS m STUDENTS

YORK STORE.

B. PECK & CO.,
Importers, Jobbers, and Retailers of
Dry and Fancy Goods, Millinery, &c.
126 AND 128 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can be found with

NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.
Hi, -I'."'.'.
Prices always guaranteed.

QUSTOM TAILORING.
Gentlemen, if you want a Suit of Clothes that will
fit well, are made well, and trimmed well,

Go to P. E. Martin & Co.'s,
80 LISBON STREET, OPP. MUSIC HALL.

-^FLORIST^
37 High St.,

AUBURN, MAINE.

Cut Flowers a Specialty.

ALUMNI !
To all Members of the College Alumni Association :
Notice is hereby given that the Annual
Tax of One Dollar from each member of the
Association is now due. All graduates of the
college are members of the Association tinder
the Charter. It is very much desired that
this Tax be paid at once. Address,
W. H. JUDKINS, Secretary,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

EASTERN DYE HOUSE.
Ladies' and Gents' Garments Dyed, Cleansed,
and Repaired, in the best manner.
J. D. BKAL
l'KOl'KIETOK.
105 Uals Street, 0pp. Lincoln Block, LEWISTON.
We warrant as good work as can be done in the City
of Lewiston.

BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y.
NEW STYLES.

MURPHY,
THE

o< HARTFORD, CONN.
ORIGINAL

ACCIDENT

COMPANY

OF

HATTER

AMERICA,

SIGN, GOLD HAT,

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
PAYS ACCIDENT CLAIMANTS,

$3,000 a Day.
"MORAL:

INSURE

LEWISTON,

-

-

-

MAINE.

IN THE TRAVELERS."

WARDWELL'S

ART

STORE

IS HEADQUARTERS FOR

OIL PAINTINGS,
ETCHINGS,
STEEL ENGRAVINGS,
Pastels, and Axtotypes. PICTORB FRAMES In all
new and desirable patterns. 11K0NZE GOODS,
STATUARY, STATION BEY, ETC., ETC.

Always in stock a large assortment of poods suitable for
WEDDING and BIRTHDAY PRESENTS. Call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.

WARDWELL'S

ART

STORE,

NO. 29 LISBON STREET.

All of Harper & Brothers9
School and College TextBootes, Dictionaries, and
Bootes of Reference will he
furnished at lowest prices
hy
A. C. STOCKING,
50 Bromfield St.,
BOSTON, MASS.
Correspondence solicited.

R. W. CLARK, Druggist,

HILD RETH,
Lewiston's Fancy Confectioner,
Keeps a large, clean stock of Fresh Made Goods.

CAKE TRIMMINGS,

#

FANCY BOXES,

LACE PAPER,

PAPER NAPKINS,
ROSES,
*

#

MOSSES,
LEAVES,

And all poods kept in a first-class Confectionery Store.

177 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON.
BRANCH STOKE, OLD OBCHABO BBACH.

R. DAGGETT,
Clothing Cleansed, Dyed, Pressed, and Repaired.
Kill Gloves Cleansed and Dyed.
No. 16 Ash Street, Lewiston, Maine.
UNDER CLABK'S DRUG STORE.

(jgtET OUR TERMS
Before letting your services to any

HSTTT:RS:E::E£-Z" PIBM,
If you want permanent and profitable

EMPLOYMENT.
R. G. Chase & Co., Pemberton Sq., Boston.
li. I.ITCHITKI.U.

M. EMERY.

DEALER IN

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals

Choice Family Groceries and Provisions.

FANCY AND TOILET ARTICLES,

Choice Meats a specialty.
249 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine.

Corner Main and Bates Streets, Lewiston.

Dealers in

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MEM

TRUE'S ELIXIR.

-MAKES-

SUCCESS

Wholly unlike artificial systems.
Cure of mind wandering.
Any book learned in one reading.
Classes of 1087 at Baltimore, 1005 at Detroit, 1500 at
Philadelphia, 1150 at Washington, large classes of Columbia Law students, at Yale, Wellesloy, Oberlin, University of
I'enn., Michigan University, Chautauqua, etc., etc. Endorsed by RICHARD PROCTOR, the Scientist, lions. W. W.
ASTOR, JI'DAII 1'. BENJAMIN, Judge GlBBOH, Dr. BROWS,
E. II. COOK, Principal N. Y. State Normal College, etc.
The system is perfectly taught by correspondence. Prospectus POST FRKK from PROF. LOBBTTB, 237 Fifth Avenue, New York.
THE KKY OF SUCCESS
Is a good memory, without which the student, business man,
or scientist loses what he gains. Prof. Loisette's wonderful
discovery enables his pupils to learn any book in one reading. Endorsed by Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the Astronomer, Hon. W. W. Astor, late U. S. Minister to Italy, Hon.
John Gibson, Presiding Judge 19th Judicial District, i'enn.,
Hon. Judah P. Benjamin, the famous jurist, and hundreds
of others who have all been bis pupils. The system is
taught by correspondence. Classes of 1087 at Baltimore,
1005 at Detroit, and 1500 on return visit to Philadelphia.
Address Prof. Loisette, 287 Fifth Avenue, New York, for
prospectus.

s&fo&ZUJTZ/
and Type„„ . writing,
TENOBRAPHy
Telegraphy, Book-keep-

As a general family medicine TRUE'S ELIXIR
has no equal. For headache, coated tongue,
irregularities of the bowels, feverishness, biliousness, liver trouble, constipation, canker,
humor In the stomach, lits caused by worms
and indigestion, or for of any of the ills constantly coming up, it is a sure cure. Thousands of families always have it on hand. A
small dose taken in time saves many dollars in
doctors' bills. No family should be without a
bottle handy. Sold by all druggists; prices
86c., 50c., and .51.00 a bottle. Dr. J. P. True
& Co., proprietors, Auburn, Maine.

V"'-. Banking, Penman■ship. Correspondence,
[3l /£sQi&J M Vrithmetlc, die.
Young
■ l~V\- " ^i^^men
and women taught to earn
a
7*v' ^y^
hvingand given a thorough
■j. Jv^*preparation for honorable posifp^^tlons. Terms reasonable. Time short,
^^instruction thorough. Business men supplied
with competent assistants on short notice. No
charge for situations furnished. Address for catalogue, Euatiuun College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
l

G.W. INGALLS & CO.,

Boston * Shoe * Store.
A Specialty Made of the Purchase and Sale of
Bankrupt Stocks.
113 Ijisbon Street, Xjewinton,
Sign of the Golden Slipper. S. P. IRVING, Manager.

THE BATES STUDENT,
A Magazine Published Monthly
During the Collegiate Year hy the

BARBOUR & OLFENE,
DEALERS IN

CLASS OF '89, BATES COLLEGE,

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS
Fancy and Toilet Articles, Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery,
&c. Physicians' Prescriptions carefully compounded,
and orders answered with care and dispatch.
268 & 123 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON.

LEWISTON, MAINE.
Terms: (1.00 per year, In advance; single copy,
10 cents.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

THE BEST LINE
OF

HUE SPRING OVERCOATS
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Young Men's Fine Suits
-.oj

IN THE CITY CAN BE FOUND AT

R. M. SYKES & CO. S,
No. 54 Lisbon Street, Ijewiston.

\

o
o

CURTIS & ROSS'

o.

:M:.

-A-XJXJEIST,

Successor to TEAOUK Si IIAI.B,

holographic Studio
Photographs of all kinds and sizes linished in
the best possible manner. Having perfected the
Bromide process, we are now ready to furnish
the PERMANENT BROMIDE PICTURES of any
size and at moderate prices. To customers wishing
for Bromide Pictures, no charge will be made for
making the negative.
FREE-HAND • CRAYONS ■ A • SPECIALTY.
SPECIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES.

CTJETIS az EOSS,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH A COUGH,
Or have an IRRITATED THROAT, be sure to try

)
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE IT.

01-TI_TZ" 35c. _^_ BOTTLE.
Sold by all Druggists and by the Proprietors,

The Auburn Drug and Chemical Company,
Successors to H. C. PACKARD A Co.,
AUBURN

MAINE.

E. H. GERRISH,
APOTHECARY.
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.

HOTEL ROCKINGHAM
Franklin Street, LEWISTON, ME.
This is one of the best hotels in New England.
No pains will be spared to make all guests
comfortable, at reasonable rates.

R. QUIMBY & SON

THE

Proprietors.

DEWITT,

Lewiston, Maine.
If. A. BRICK

PROPRIETOR.

This house is unexcelled in location and is first-class
in every respect.

Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &c, at Reasonable Prices.

i. osr. cox,
DEALER IN

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE BOOKS,
STATIONERY, ETC.
New and Second-Hand Books furnished
lor College and Latin School.
Special attention is paid to the orders from High
and District Schools, and all kinds of school books
supplied at short notice and low prices.

ISAAC N. COX,
BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE.

JOHN Y. SCRUTON & SON,

LANDER & DOTEN,

FINE-CUSTOM-TAILORING

Opticians, Watchmakers i Jewelers

AND

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

23 Lisbon Street

Lewiston.

AGENTS FOR ROCKFORD ANT) AURORA
WATCHES. #f First-Class Repairing.
No. 2 Keene Block,

-

-

AUBURN, ME.

TEMPLE & CO.,

Clothiers* Hatters, and Furnishers,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

BUBIER & MASON,

PAINTERS AND PAPER HANGERS

AND DEALER IN

BLANK BOOKS,

HOUSE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
KALSOMINING, AND
WALL-TINTING.

ALBUMS, AND
ART NOVELTIES.

All Work Done in a Workmanlike Manner.
BATKS .ST.,

College Stationery a Specialty.

THE

-

MAINE.

FINE GOODS.

EI.ECTUIC

BEST

LIGHT

STATION.

GRADES

OP

COAL

No. 2 Prye Block,
LEWISTON.

Orr.

At HARPER & GOOGIN'S,

LOW PRICES.

138 Bates St.

57 Whipple St.

THE

AltlKl
Headquarters: Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland, Me.
BB^.]MCHES :

AUBURN:

- - -105

r.lODKI OKI)

A'

BANOOB

AND

d09

MAIN STREET.

Corner Alfred and liacon Streets.
Union Hall Building.

ROCKXAND

St. Nicholas Building.
The Largest Distribution in the Country of

Fine Furniture, Stoves M Ranges,
CARPETS, CLOCKS, CROCKERY, HANGING LAMPS,
Sewing Machines, Silver Ware, Draperies of the latest and richest patterns.
Bedding of all kinds and prices. All sold for Cash or on Installments
of one-quarter of the amount down and the balance $5 or $.10 per
month down until paid. Send for cuts, samples, and prices.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON

General Manager.

